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LDC STUDENTS PETITION

About this petition

This is an online Petition by LDC Barcourse students. It's aimed at showing whether the students are

in support of online teaching or not. It is addressed to the Parliament of Uganda, LDC Management

Committee,The Ministry of Education and Sports and any other Stakeholder.
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Signatures 

1.  Name: Yiga Allan     on 2020-06-18 20:26:58

Comments: We the students are fine with online teaching. We actually stand to benefit

more with online studies

2.  Name: AKITWI MAUREEN     on 2020-06-18 20:30:01

Comments: We want to study online 

3.  Name: Odette     on 2020-06-18 20:31:10

Comments: 

4.  Name: Rutaremwa John Paul     on 2020-06-18 20:31:38

Comments: 

5.  Name: Maiga Bilqis     on 2020-06-18 20:31:43

Comments: We are comfortable with the on line studies and we 

6.  Name: Eunice Aruo     on 2020-06-18 20:32:24

Comments: LDC Online Learning should be allowed 

7.  Name: Rubihayo Kupper Brian     on 2020-06-18 20:33:02

Comments: 

8.  Name: Wandera sharif     on 2020-06-18 20:37:35

Comments: I appeal too government to allow law development centre too continue with

the online study thanks 

9.  Name: Favor Sandra     on 2020-06-18 20:38:04

Comments: We as students are very ok with online learning,if only these parliamentarians

should do research and see what other schools and countries are doing?

10.  Name: Lisandra Kabagenyi     on 2020-06-18 20:38:35

Comments: 

11.  Name: NYAMUNGU DORCUS      on 2020-06-18 20:38:56

Comments: I like online teaching

12.  Name: Misinguzi Ivan     on 2020-06-18 20:39:07

Comments: We are ready to study online classes. Parliament should  consult us before

taking its decision.  

13.  Name: BAMULANZEKI NICHOLAS      on 2020-06-18 20:41:26
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Comments: Am in support of the e-learning that we are doing at LDC. Online studies

done by LDC are equivalent to the televised education carried out by the ministry of

Education for other levels 

14.  Name: Nyombi Solomon Ignatius     on 2020-06-18 20:41:35

Comments: 

15.  Name: Nakagiri shanita     on 2020-06-18 20:41:44

Comments: We are comfortable with online studies

16.  Name: Amutuhaire Alexandra     on 2020-06-18 20:42:24

Comments: In support of online studying

17.  Name: Chance Grace     on 2020-06-18 20:43:55

Comments: As ldc student i support online studying and i will never forgive whoever is

against it....if change has come , let us embrace it...

18.  Name: Francis Xavier Lule     on 2020-06-18 20:43:57

Comments: Back off our e-classes!

19.  Name: Asiimwe Jerome     on 2020-06-18 20:44:06

Comments: Petion

20.  Name: Ayebare Rachael      on 2020-06-18 20:44:22

Comments: We want our online classes back  

21.  Name: Mwanje Lawrence      on 2020-06-18 20:44:26

Comments: Online studies have been so far fruitful. They must continue. 

22.  Name: Sylvia Kamukama      on 2020-06-18 20:44:30

Comments: I have greatly embraced the new normal keeping in mind that time waits for

nobody 

23.  Name: Beinomugisha Alexander     on 2020-06-18 20:45:32

Comments: LDC finalists lives matter, e learning is the norm and we must embrace

technology

24.  Name: Nsumba Nicholas     on 2020-06-18 20:46:11

Comments: Why should parliament close online studies in the era of covid 19??

25.  Name: Ssenyonjo Trevor Ian     on 2020-06-18 20:46:43

Comments: Bring back our class
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26.  Name: Aturinda carol     on 2020-06-18 20:47:09

Comments: This is absurd, we were okay with the online studies, we can't just sit and

watch, some us had to put everything on hold to join ldc...so we pray you reconsider and

allow us to continue online classes for now

27.  Name: Betty Arem     on 2020-06-18 20:47:43

Comments: We want online back. It's absolutely effective.

28.  Name: Naluyima Agwang Samantha      on 2020-06-18 20:47:45

Comments: 

29.  Name: Maureen Akatunihiza      on 2020-06-18 20:48:00

Comments: 

30.  Name: Karabamu Edgar Sande     on 2020-06-18 20:48:40

Comments: We need online learning

31.  Name: Murungi solomon     on 2020-06-18 20:48:46

Comments: I am very okay with online studies. Perhaps parliament was totally

misinformed on what is transpiring.

32.  Name: KAJJA TIMOTHY KASHAMI     on 2020-06-18 20:48:56

Comments: 

33.  Name: Ruhiiga Twinson      on 2020-06-18 20:49:22

Comments: This is a period where we have to embrace technology; you can’t approve

scientific elections and then disapprove online classes; 

34.  Name: Nabwire Metrine     on 2020-06-18 20:49:29

Comments:  We are living in the error of abnormality where everything has changed

because of the pendamic and despite of all that life has to move on anyway that's why it's

important for us to adopt the new normal for us to have a normal life and this new normal

include having online studying so I strongly support the online method of learning as a ldc

student #my right matters

35.  Name: Hussein Dawood Gulam     on 2020-06-18 20:49:36

Comments: 

36.  Name: Balibegira Musa     on 2020-06-18 20:49:41

Comments: There is absolutely no justification for stopping LDC from conducting Online

classes without consultation from the stakeholders, that is the students and the

administration of the Barcoarse. 

37.  Name: Natamba didus      on 2020-06-18 20:49:52
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Comments: Not tainable

38.  Name: Achola Tracy     on 2020-06-18 20:50:46

Comments: Can we please have our online classes back

39.  Name: Allan Mwase     on 2020-06-18 20:51:28

Comments: 

40.  Name: Natukunda Barbrah     on 2020-06-18 20:51:28

Comments: As a student of Ldc, I absolutely have no problem with online studying. In fact

was trying to embrace the new development . So in support of online classes . 

41.  Name: Muduaulira Jacob     on 2020-06-18 20:51:41

Comments: We should study,we change with change, government failed to consider us in

lockdown, landlords are demanding us their rent earliers,

42.  Name: Ssenyonjo     on 2020-06-18 20:52:28

Comments: In support of online studies

It has not affected me at all

43.  Name: Wandera Andrew     on 2020-06-18 20:52:55

Comments: 

44.  Name: Nuwahereza Alex     on 2020-06-18 20:53:06

Comments: I have been able to attend all classes conducted online , it's the online option

we have .

45.  Name: Mpalanyi Vicent      on 2020-06-18 20:53:11

Comments: I support e-learning

46.  Name: Luyima Jabaru     on 2020-06-18 20:53:14

Comments: It’s too un logical that legislators of our land have made such a malicious

decision. The president advised that we should fight an organized war! The schools

closed because they cannot observe social distancing. What loss do they suffer if We

study online? Where does the virus pass if a lawyer is studying from home? Stop

disorganizing us. We are very comfortable studying online. Big ups our Director for

embracing change and technology. Advise our MPs that the world is dynamic. Success

lawyers 

47.  Name: MAFABI shaidu     on 2020-06-18 20:53:51

Comments: Some of us, had already traveled back, to our rentals/hostels for the same,

the more they prolong our stay at 

@LDCUganda

 the more expenses we are to incur, will the government foot our bills. Times have
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changed we should embrace technology.

48.  Name: Naggane Resty     on 2020-06-18 20:53:59

Comments: I pray that an order be issued for the e-learning sessions to resume

49.  Name: Mariam Muhammad      on 2020-06-18 20:54:18

Comments: Against all Odds we are very much okay with online studies thus we cry out

loud to the Government to scrap off OTT for a smooth and fruitful e-learning. 

50.  Name: Lutoto Charity Martha     on 2020-06-18 20:54:24

Comments: 

51.  Name: Bakawonga Muzafaru Twaha      on 2020-06-18 20:54:35

Comments: We need the online classes. Thanks 

52.  Name: Olobo james     on 2020-06-18 20:55:30

Comments: Let us study....we are not complaining

53.  Name: OkotEmmanuel G3     on 2020-06-18 20:55:34

Comments: We can't wait any more for unknown when covid 19 will come to an end,e

learning is the way to go.our Destiny can't be decided by fools.

54.  Name: Kalule Ssekitto     on 2020-06-18 20:57:10

Comments: 

55.  Name: Alex Martin Musiime     on 2020-06-18 20:57:26

Comments: In support of online classes.

56.  Name: WOMUSUTU      on 2020-06-18 20:57:46

Comments: In support of e-learning 

57.  Name: Tubwine Owamazims     on 2020-06-18 20:58:09

Comments: 

58.  Name: Pearl     on 2020-06-18 20:58:29

Comments: We need government to support this initiative and not stifle growth. If the

students and parents aren't complaining, then the government shouldn't get involved. 

59.  Name: Kemigisha clare     on 2020-06-18 20:59:33

Comments: Online classes have been going on well. Lets embrace technology. Whatif

theres a virus after virus, ( God forbid) does this mean education will be abolished?
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60.  Name: Sseguya ismael     on 2020-06-18 21:00:09

Comments: We are very  lucky we have this online teaching .

Please let us continue.

Don't turn this whole nation into a loosers pot.

61.  Name: GIFT LUATE EMMANUEL     on 2020-06-18 21:00:11

Comments: Online learning should be a new norm. We can't be so pessimistic and slow

to change as if the world awaits us.

62.  Name: Masaba Grace      on 2020-06-18 21:00:20

Comments: We can't close our eyes to change,we simply need to embrace it. Let the

online learning continue!!

63.  Name: Allan Sessanga     on 2020-06-18 21:00:38

Comments: Pleae let us study online 

64.  Name: Asekenye Frances     on 2020-06-18 21:01:49

Comments: I support online classes because I have benefited a lot ,we can’t run away

from any change that comes up .

65.  Name: Ivan Twinomugisha     on 2020-06-18 21:02:11

Comments: We have benefited from the online learning and we are not complaining 

66.  Name: Taremwa Duncan     on 2020-06-18 21:02:22

Comments: Online classes are neither contrary to the presidential directives nor do they

expose us to health risks

67.  Name: OWINY DOLLO EMMANUEL ROY     on 2020-06-18 21:02:32

Comments: We in support of petition online classes is beneficial and we not complaining

why stop us 

68.  Name: Kwiringira paul     on 2020-06-18 21:03:34

Comments: 

69.  Name: winnie Nsiyona     on 2020-06-18 21:03:44

Comments: I am entirely, comptely for online learning.

 The institution still needs to consider a collective option on learning data packages in

consideration of all, but we have got to embrace online learning, not tomorrow, but today

and we opined for it!

70.  Name: Noowe Prishia     on 2020-06-18 21:04:03

Comments: Bring back LDC online classes 

71.  Name: Aturinda Lenah     on 2020-06-18 21:05:19
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Comments: Please let us embark on online studying. Personally i was benefiting from it.

We need to accept covid 19 is here to stay and embrace the new normal. Those who

can't access online learning should be given the opportunity to finish the course with the

next 2020-2021 intake and put the 2 terms they have covered in consideration. We all

cannot finish at the same time.Life has to move on.Do not let our heads rust.

72.  Name: Shadia Najjuko     on 2020-06-18 21:05:23

Comments: Am in support of online classes ,if the world is moving to the next level then

why not Uganda 

73.  Name: Wesonga Helgamercy      on 2020-06-18 21:06:34

Comments: Freedom 0f transition and freedom to attain education should not be

censored and in vain.

74.  Name: Galla Karim      on 2020-06-18 21:06:47

Comments: The online studies are good, they must continue. 

75.  Name: Kagere mariam     on 2020-06-18 21:07:09

Comments: We r okay with online studies

76.  Name: Brenda Joyce     on 2020-06-18 21:07:19

Comments: The new normal  includes adopting e-learning. # RETURN LDC E-

LEARNING #STUDENTS VOICES MATTER

77.  Name: Lunyolo Sylivia     on 2020-06-18 21:07:45

Comments: Am for eLearning, I have no problem with online classes, I think we should

embrace the new normal instead of trying to deny the reality that has come to stay 

78.  Name: Samuel Nsubuga     on 2020-06-18 21:08:05

Comments: Online teaching is the way to go. unlike our fellow students in primary and

secondary levels who’ re in TVs and radios, LDC students are to embrace more

advanced technology to study. Let our leaders in the country only encourage us there’s

no solution in stopping us instead 

79.  Name: Ashaba Arnold      on 2020-06-18 21:08:07

Comments: The Parliament and the Ministy of Education are stopping our online classes

thinking they're favouring us the students.  We dint need the favour. We're okay with our

online classes.

80.  Name: Mukisa Israel     on 2020-06-18 21:08:25

Comments: I am in support of LDC online classes. 

81.  Name: Musayuni Patience      on 2020-06-18 21:08:36

Comments: I have benefited a lot from the LDC online learning. I don't see any reason
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why we should have hired mourners in the name of mps where there is no burial.

#wewanttostudy #wearenotcomplaining 

82.  Name: GWOKYALYA AGNES     on 2020-06-18 21:09:29

Comments: We should keep going embracing the New Normal.

83.  Name: Namanya Urban     on 2020-06-18 21:10:23

Comments: parliament should get concerned with more serious issues that it is used to

like locusts. LDC is governed in a different way. Not like secondary schools or

universities. 

No student at LDC is achieved with online studies. That MP who got concerned with us

as if he has satisfied all the need of his constituent should get data first. We are ok with

online studies. 

84.  Name: Ayebare Proscovia      on 2020-06-18 21:10:31

Comments: It is a shame that in the present day and era a member of Parliament, who

otherwise should be current on world trends so as to be able to enact relevant legislation

is instead the first one to oppose digitalisation. 

He should be honourable and disclose his source of  of his falsehoods. Am  so ashamed

on his behalf.

We want to study on line.  This petition is on line. Can a students who near touche d a

computer during his school days find confidence to prepare a petition on line? 

LDC IS A PLACE  Where the teaching style very easily blends with online classes. 

Did the MP research or he just woke up and ........

85.  Name: derrick matende     on 2020-06-18 21:12:24

Comments: we are studying at our own convenience. am in support of online studying

100%. let's embrace change

we want our classes back 

86.  Name: Evelyn      on 2020-06-18 21:12:30

Comments: 

87.  Name: Kiiza Aloysius      on 2020-06-18 21:12:48

Comments: eLearning is the only way we can embrace in these unprecedented times

where the world is grappling with covid-19.

The system has been tasted by the LDC and students agreed to it.

It's a new normal we must adapt.

I totally disagree with the mp who raised the matter and pray the MoE&S should let LDC

conduct online classes.

Thanks

88.  Name: Eidle Omar     on 2020-06-18 21:12:57

Comments: 
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89.  Name: Kakooza Savio     on 2020-06-18 21:13:01

Comments: 

90.  Name: Nansikombi Sandra      on 2020-06-18 21:13:06

Comments: Online studies should stay cause its in our own interest

91.  Name: Rukundo  Allody     on 2020-06-18 21:14:11

Comments: I strongly  support  online  classes 

92.  Name: Atuhwere Marion     on 2020-06-18 21:15:50

Comments: Elearning is the most convenient mode of learning in order to mitigate the

loss already caused by the outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic. Education is a right!

93.  Name: Otim christopher     on 2020-06-18 21:16:38

Comments: Online teaching based on LDC s workshop mode is actually better suited for

an online approach, we are getting better services online than classroom attendance

94.  Name: Namuli      on 2020-06-18 21:16:42

Comments: An institution like LDC with Judges, Advocates, lawyers, members of

parliament, law society heads and law council board members is just crying foul and

chickening out at Ministry of Education?

95.  Name: Basiima David      on 2020-06-18 21:17:49

Comments: We should proceed with the program .all programs are now online due to the

pandemic .it reduces the backlog and pave way for others to join the center 

96.  Name: Timo Thy     on 2020-06-18 21:19:12

Comments: I support online studies

97.  Name: Rukundo praise     on 2020-06-18 21:20:01

Comments: 

98.  Name: Edmund kigozi     on 2020-06-18 21:20:04

Comments:  The e learning system should resume.

99.  Name: Nyirabuntu joyce     on 2020-06-18 21:20:19

Comments: I support the online classes.

100.  Name: Kekimuli     on 2020-06-18 21:23:37

Comments: So, who told them that all primary and secondary school pupils and students

are not in hard to reach areas? Yet it's the same ministry that arranged for them to study

and conduct lessons on Radios and TVs when actually in villages some parents, have no

radios, TVs, or even don't have smart phones to help them access online education

materials thereon. 
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Is it not the same ministry that has invested heavily in this arrangement to help our young

brothers and sisters, Or parliamentarians want to tell us that they are not aware? It's

actually cheaper if they want to, to help buy a smart phone and data for each LDC

student just and only to help us finish our course given the fact that the number is small

compared even to a single university or primary and secondary schools combined! The

government is advocating for investing in science and technology, is this not part of such

a program? 

If that is not the case why should the ministry bother itself buying computers for schools? 

This is a new world order that actually, the post corona virus era shall strongly embrace.

We shall not remain the same, believe it or not! If that is the case then should sue the

ministry of education because it is the same ministry that started the arrangement ant

LDC had to pick from their! May be they want to tell us that they thought it wrongly to

have started the arrangement. Let them not even think about it, if they don't want to

regret. 

We have all the evidence against them!

101.  Name: Kabazarwe Martha     on 2020-06-18 21:24:24

Comments: 

102.  Name: Kansiime Drare     on 2020-06-18 21:24:30

Comments: 

103.  Name: Kalemeera moses     on 2020-06-18 21:28:01

Comments: We need the online e learning we have no time to waste yet they are

alternatives which we can explore

104.  Name: Sandra N     on 2020-06-18 21:29:07

Comments: We need to continue with online learning,we need to adjust to the new

changes coming with CoVid and besides that's where the world is heading.we are very ok

and comfortable with it.

105.  Name: Bukirwa Rahom Maria      on 2020-06-18 21:29:27

Comments: 

106.  Name: Fikira Harriet     on 2020-06-18 21:29:43

Comments: The online classes are really helpful and I wish they continue

107.  Name: Anonymous      on 2020-06-18 21:31:01

Comments: We aint complaining

108.  Name: Raymond Barigye     on 2020-06-18 21:33:18

Comments: I'm disappointed in the Parliament.
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109.  Name: Kakuba Raymond Jedidiah     on 2020-06-18 21:33:45

Comments: I have benefited from ldc's eLearning initiative than I ever did in the actual

classes. The program is prepared us for the new elawyering. I support it 

110.  Name: Mutaali Martins     on 2020-06-18 21:33:56

Comments: LDC as an institution is following the presidential directives of not crowding in

one place during class programs to prevent the easy spread of the virus and so opted for

easier and more healthy means through using online programs like zoom moodle and

email. Parliament on the other hand would rather conduct online election campaigns and

chose to curtail online studies, its a great shams.

111.  Name: Banana     on 2020-06-18 21:35:25

Comments: We want online classes back

112.  Name: Kukundakwe Tracy Tania     on 2020-06-18 21:37:00

Comments: The absurd decision is going to cause more harm to us as students. Rent

arrears increase, tutuon remains the same, monthly or weekly data that was bought for

classes is going to waste, some students that had travelled back to Mbarara and some to

Kampala for books and concentation are now strunded, everythin is now at a standstill

and this uncertainty is really frustrating. We need to finish this course and move on with

other things. It's night time we embraced the new normal and like H.E the president said,

we shouldn't expect the usual in unusual circumstances. 

113.  Name: Kakuba Raymond Jedidiah     on 2020-06-18 21:37:23

Comments: I support the online learning 

114.  Name: muyanja derrick     on 2020-06-18 21:38:48

Comments: i have no problem with online learning

115.  Name: Musoke Christopher     on 2020-06-18 21:40:53

Comments: The move by the Management Committee to introduce Online studying for us

has been beneficial.  We have managed to attend classes in the comfort of our homes

and places of residence.  The institute came up with a Moddle

116.  Name: NYENJE LAWRENCE      on 2020-06-18 21:42:51

Comments: The rationale for suspension of schools and higher institutions of learning

was to mitigate the risk of Covid 19 but not  to stop education.The only remedy after the

suspension was to embrace online learning. Since its adoption I personally have learnt a

lot during this period.

117.  Name: Namakajo Deric Fredric     on 2020-06-18 21:50:44

Comments: FINALISTS LIVES MATTERS
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118.  Name: Norah     on 2020-06-18 21:51:31

Comments: 

119.  Name: Oluka Faith Mary     on 2020-06-18 21:55:41

Comments: We need to embrace the new normal and take up online teaching.

120.  Name: Emmah Moreen Ainomugisha     on 2020-06-18 21:57:57

Comments: Please disregard all the lies about LDC online classes and let us continue

studying. We are not complaining but rather so grateful. Thank you.

121.  Name: Carole k     on 2020-06-18 22:00:08

Comments: Am for online learning... excellent instruction method

122.  Name: KIZITO FAHAD     on 2020-06-18 22:01:00

Comments: Team studying online, we have no issues with it, its less costly, engaging and

copes up well with the new normal.

123.  Name: Anyiya Petra Rumunu      on 2020-06-18 22:01:09

Comments: 

124.  Name: Aol Brenda Peace     on 2020-06-18 22:02:29

Comments: I am in total support of the online teaching

125.  Name: Kyomugisha Kurusumu     on 2020-06-18 22:13:23

Comments: Am in support of online studies our government is advocating for social

distancing I thought this was the best method. Kindly allow us study we were moving on

smoothly. 

126.  Name: Mary Grace Amek     on 2020-06-18 22:21:01

Comments: E-learning encourages social distancing.

127.  Name: Isaac      on 2020-06-18 22:21:06

Comments: 

128.  Name: Isaac      on 2020-06-18 22:21:06

Comments: 

129.  Name: Kato wycliffe     on 2020-06-18 22:24:43

Comments: I support online studies for LDC.

130.  Name: Ntambaazi George Williams     on 2020-06-18 22:24:51

Comments: How can we have online elections and not online/ e-learning.
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131.  Name: Kazibwe Godfrey     on 2020-06-18 22:27:46

Comments: Since the mode of learning is not in anyway illegal but merely premised on

some individuals' sentiments, wouldn't it be rational and logical to seek and consider the

views of the majority of the students? 

132.  Name: Derrick Kunyiga     on 2020-06-18 22:32:00

Comments: 

133.  Name: KANSIIME MUKAMA TAREMWA     on 2020-06-18 22:36:02

Comments: Online learning is the future of education. Our leaders need to address the

real issue of not having a robust internet infrastructure. We cannot keep running away

from progress. 

134.  Name: Bigabwa Comfort      on 2020-06-18 22:41:54

Comments: LDC e-learning has been of great value and I advocate for it's continuation 

135.  Name: Alice Madanda     on 2020-06-18 22:52:52

Comments: E-learning has been a fruitful way of ensuring social distance & our safety.

Time is not waiting for us. Covid 19 is here to stay. Eh learning is now the new normal.

Let's embrace it. I am in total support of e-learning

136.  Name: KABAHIMA INNOCENT     on 2020-06-18 23:00:27

Comments: These MPs shouldn't pretend they care so much for us,,they have

misrepresented us on so many occasions including this one. They have no moral

authority to decide what's in our best interests,  I believe we have the intellectual

wherewithal to think for ourselves better. We want to study please.

137.  Name: Kenneth Sengabi     on 2020-06-18 23:01:07

Comments: As a student of bar course academic year 2019/2020...online classes are a

success and i need them to continue.....we have not been asked to pay any money.

#leaveLDCalone

138.  Name: Apil Dorcus     on 2020-06-18 23:14:54

Comments: We are comfortable with the online study and we are ready to bear the cost

of data to attend classes.so parliament has no reason to stop us from attending our

classes because it's in line with the public health regulations.

139.  Name: Gidudu Brenda      on 2020-06-18 23:27:19

Comments: We highly embrace elearning and find it very affordable but also convinient. 

140.  Name: Paul Kasudha     on 2020-06-18 23:28:14

Comments: I fully support the LDC online study, it is in our best interest as students

141.  Name: Mutamba Sheila     on 2020-06-18 23:36:22
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Comments: 

142.  Name: mulingoki benjamin     on 2020-06-18 23:58:23

Comments: soon or later they will realise this is the way to go ,always forces of change

challenge and surpass those who feel they cant allow change to effect on the them ,in

otherwards they are indeed under lock down .....supposing covid 19 is registered to have

citizen ship in Uganda  wont work move on ?people should accept change otherwise the

society is destined to doom .i support e learning  100% having got an opportunity to

attend some classes the idea which all other stakeholders would instead adopt.

143.  Name: SUREYAR MARIAM BEGAM     on 2020-06-19 00:19:30

Comments: Iam in total support  of the online studies. 

Whoever is  contesting this initiative should enroll for an online course first with any

institution before they draw uniformed stipulations about something they surely have no

idea about. 

It's unfortunate that when some members of parliament were given electronic gadgets,

instead of putting them to good use and learn something, they played cards.

We a students who are very awake to the new environment around us and doing our best

to achieve a qualification despite the hindering circumstances. 

Success is for strong not the weak. 

144.  Name: Colman Ntungwerisho     on 2020-06-19 00:21:23

Comments: 

145.  Name: KOSEMO RICHARD DOUGLAS      on 2020-06-19 00:44:34

Comments: Covid 19 is one of the saddest things that have forced the whole world to

embrace sudden “CHANGE”,as the only way to avoid stagnation.The few weeks of LDC

online learning have been an eye opener and a success.I am alive to the challenges that

are associated with online learning,to wit ,network glitches,data costs ,etc. LDC put in

place a moodle platform to which all academic recorded sessions are uploaded, and

accessible by all students ,as a measure to address the challenges mentioned above. I

undoubtedly embrace the LDC online learning  and strongly believe it’s the only way to go

,not only for LDC,but other academic and non academic institutions as well ,including

Government departments.No person can, with absolute certainty determine ,how soon 

the cure or vaccine for covid 19  can be made available and accessible  to all the

people.The LDC  online learning system embraces social distancing and offers no further

opportunities for the spread of the virus. As students,we are comfortable with the online

learning system for our own good ,and for the good of our successors (students).We

need not fear change,but embrace it and learn to live with same.I support and append my

signature to this petition .KOSEMO .R.DOUGLAS

146.  Name: Lubega Jonathan      on 2020-06-19 01:21:18

Comments: I support LDC's online teaching initiative.

147.  Name: MUSINGUZI INNOCENT     on 2020-06-19 01:27:58

Comments: Am in support for online study ...let's embrace the changes 
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148.  Name: MUSENZE RICHARD     on 2020-06-19 01:36:56

Comments: I support online classes. Let us embrace change.

149.  Name: Kalireku george      on 2020-06-19 01:41:10

Comments: I have no problem with online classes 

150.  Name: Akandwanaho Brian      on 2020-06-19 02:08:13

Comments: 

151.  Name: Violla Nabawanda     on 2020-06-19 02:18:31

Comments: Am okay with the elearning because we have to appreciate technology since

it's a way other developed countries are taught. We should adapt to change.

152.  Name: Waiswa Adam     on 2020-06-19 02:29:17

Comments: I support the online studying and parliament should revisit it's decision

because education is a constitutional right.

153.  Name: Raymond Ntende Frederick     on 2020-06-19 02:32:23

Comments: We absolutely have no problem with the said e learning. We actually

commend LDC for leveraging technology during this period.

154.  Name: Ocwa Marvin      on 2020-06-19 02:37:10

Comments: If election campaigns can be online,  why cant LDC studies be as well.

155.  Name: Taremwa Edmund     on 2020-06-19 02:43:19

Comments: It was a majority decision to have elearning be an option at the ldc following

the presidential directive that we adopt online education, i advise the ministry of

education and Parliament to stop operating in rumours and do a thorough research

before making decisions or it will soon begin dropping down their pants on advice of

insane members like okupa

156.  Name: Christopher kidega     on 2020-06-19 02:44:57

Comments: Online is the way to go

157.  Name: Waniaye denis      on 2020-06-19 02:45:18

Comments: I agree with online teaching 

158.  Name: MUTABINGWA CLINTON     on 2020-06-19 02:50:25

Comments: eLearning had become our new and I was very comfortable with it. Am

completely disappointed with MPZ 

159.  Name: Ssekibenga Nasifu      on 2020-06-19 02:59:24
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Comments: Members of Parliament should mind there own business.

160.  Name: Zainabuh Sakwa     on 2020-06-19 03:07:00

Comments: We're embracing the change peacefully... We should proceed with our

classes.,.

161.  Name: Asasira Babarah     on 2020-06-19 03:07:12

Comments: We want to study

162.  Name: Mutebi Ronald     on 2020-06-19 03:08:51

Comments: I support of the petition..we humbly request the top ldc administration yo

seriously look into the matter because the same was strongly advised by the

president.....I so pray

163.  Name: Mugarama Andrew     on 2020-06-19 03:12:19

Comments: 

164.  Name: Musinguzi Lordrick Kamukama     on 2020-06-19 03:16:11

Comments: Am very ok with online learning.

165.  Name: Sebuta Robert     on 2020-06-19 03:16:33

Comments: It's okay to have online learning but we need LDC's support in terms of data

contribution!

166.  Name: Mutoro Robinah     on 2020-06-19 03:18:26

Comments: I enjoy online lectures

167.  Name: Ssembuusi Denis      on 2020-06-19 03:18:44

Comments: All Ugandans are aware of the Covid 19 pandemic, and it is well evidenced

that people have well adhered to the guideline from all the key planing sectors. However

this does not take away the rights of organised societies to proceed with such activities

that matters in their lives, as long as there in agreement with the Covid 19 pandemic

preventive guidelines. With such a background LDC did a consultation from students on

whether it's convenient and affordable to have the online classes ? Of which it was very

well supported. In respect of the ministry of Education's  plans LDC is one institution in

Uganda with a very unique academic calender and we'll organisation if I may term it from

other institutions of learning in Uganda. Therefore it should be looked  in isolation and let

to take up its course as long as there is strict adherence to the Covid 19 pandemic

preventive measures.

168.  Name: Wabwire abishiag      on 2020-06-19 03:19:11

Comments: Let mps stay in their lane please 

169.  Name: Saad Nkuutu Muziransa     on 2020-06-19 03:28:44
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Comments: 

170.  Name: Mirembe Barbra      on 2020-06-19 03:28:59

Comments: Am all in for the online learning

171.  Name: Mark Mutambo     on 2020-06-19 03:31:36

Comments: The initiative by the LDC management is in good faith and one that can

suffice during this period. It should be let to continue.

172.  Name: Nalubega Jalia      on 2020-06-19 03:34:06

Comments: If the hard way is the only way, lets face this difficulty we shall win.

I mean, we want to study n finish we hv other things to look at. 

173.  Name: Toka Barbra     on 2020-06-19 03:36:40

Comments: The Law Development elearning classes should continue

174.  Name: Akankwasa Pamella     on 2020-06-19 03:37:04

Comments: LDC is under the ministry of Justice and constitutional affairs. I don't see

where the ministry of Education derives its powers to stop Professional training. It is

unfortunate that such comes up when we need our online studies like we need Jesus.

Parliament Pliz mind your business and stop the cheap popularity. 100% in support of

online.

175.  Name: Allan Byaruhanga     on 2020-06-19 03:38:15

Comments: Iam in support of online learning

176.  Name: Nantatya yakuti     on 2020-06-19 03:42:35

Comments: As a country, are we really progressing?The electoral commission has just

rolled out scientific election, the government is in the process of procuring radios to

facilitate e-learning and the whole country is being encouraged to embrace technology,

what then is illegal, irregular or wrong with LDC conducting online facilitation given the

fact that LDC's mode of teaching is student research based.

Our dear MPs,u either take time to research and appreciate the background of any matter

before raising it on the floor of Parliament

177.  Name: Ankunda Joan     on 2020-06-19 03:44:20

Comments: 

178.  Name: Namutete henry     on 2020-06-19 03:47:42

Comments: Online learning is very vital to our future and we real need it

179.  Name: Juliet Kusiima      on 2020-06-19 03:50:40
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Comments: We want our online learning back 

180.  Name: Muhwezi Keneth     on 2020-06-19 03:51:36

Comments: For me am contented with online study and it has been good for us and it is 

the best way for keeping social distance and observing all presidential directive and

ministry of health measures.

181.  Name: Niwahereza Susan     on 2020-06-19 03:52:20

Comments: Iam in support of online teaching.

182.  Name: Joanita Lwensisi     on 2020-06-19 03:53:27

Comments: I very fine with online classes. They were very productive. 

183.  Name: Munanura Donald     on 2020-06-19 03:53:38

Comments: Very comfortable with online classes 

184.  Name: Asobora Danson      on 2020-06-19 03:57:26

Comments: 

185.  Name: Elias      on 2020-06-19 03:58:02

Comments: The online were clases were not only fruitful but they were revolutionary. This

is the new normal. 

186.  Name: OYENYBOTH EVAN     on 2020-06-19 03:58:45

Comments: It's our rights to study.we opted for the online studies no one complained this

is unfair totally

187.  Name: Atuheire Ruth     on 2020-06-19 04:01:37

Comments: The online classes have been helpful to us. And also no one coerced us into

it. The ministry of education is then not clear when we shall return to school . my

suggestion is let Ldc continue with the online studies please. This cannot be a fair

decision where campaigns are conducted online but education isn't . come on Uganda

..... 

188.  Name: Efumbi musa     on 2020-06-19 04:02:06

Comments: we are well off with online learning it's the only way to go !

189.  Name: Kirabo Bablah     on 2020-06-19 04:02:54

Comments: I support ldc online studies 

190.  Name: Joan     on 2020-06-19 04:05:42

Comments: 
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191.  Name: Musoke Ibrahim     on 2020-06-19 04:06:33

Comments: 

192.  Name: Gerald Lokwago     on 2020-06-19 04:11:38

Comments: I support eLearning

193.  Name: Acipa Alexandra     on 2020-06-19 04:13:04

Comments:   I support the online sessions.The online sessions have been engaging,

informative and structured. I have benefitted a lot as a student. There have been some

Network glitches but the ICT team was always on stand by to help. 

194.  Name: Isabella Magina      on 2020-06-19 04:20:57

Comments: 

195.  Name: Mutesaira Shafic     on 2020-06-19 04:21:47

Comments: Online classes are so far the best option in the current situation

196.  Name: Takia Mubiru     on 2020-06-19 04:22:44

Comments: LDC online should not stop, because all of us want to graduate this year and

we are not complaining.

Maybe the only thing is that we should be provided with data cause some of us can't

afford data and when we do, we find we have missed a lot.

197.  Name: AKANKWASA BRIAN     on 2020-06-19 04:23:05

Comments: #wewantonlineclasses

198.  Name: Lubogo Immanuel     on 2020-06-19 04:23:35

Comments: ldc online classes matter we are past university level.

199.  Name: Shakirah Nansubuga     on 2020-06-19 04:25:00

Comments: Please let us study online.

200.  Name: Nassaazi Mauritia Sharon     on 2020-06-19 04:25:17

Comments: We need the online classes back

201.  Name: Mulalira Faisal     on 2020-06-19 04:25:55

Comments: 

202.  Name: Yukuwe Prudence      on 2020-06-19 04:27:33

Comments: Online studies have been so fruitful and so, should it be allowed to progress.

203.  Name: Twaha Muzafaru      on 2020-06-19 04:27:33

Comments: Online studies is the current way to go 
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204.  Name: Elizabeth Natugonza Umunyana      on 2020-06-19 04:35:04

Comments: Resume online classes.  It's the best method in ensuring social distances. 

205.  Name: Turyamureeba Jonan     on 2020-06-19 04:36:28

Comments: As students we are prepared to doing this, so MPs please leave us to finish

our studies. You have a lot of important national matters to debate on rather than

interfering with us at LDC

206.  Name: Kisa Claire      on 2020-06-19 04:37:11

Comments: We need to embrace technology. Even the President encouraged this. If

online elections are being adopted who not classes? 

207.  Name: Ayebazibwe Isaac     on 2020-06-19 04:43:57

Comments: We are ready to go online. Those who prefer physical classes have a choice

to he deferred to the next academic year. Let others move on. Parliament should let us

be

208.  Name: Musana Abubakar     on 2020-06-19 04:44:28

Comments: We are for E-learning...this is the new normal 

209.  Name: Okot Eric okidi     on 2020-06-19 04:44:34

Comments: Political leaders should learn to be focus . otherwise some of them are losing

track.

How many students of LDC has been succumbed to Corona virus as a result of this

online studies being conducted by the LDC?

How much money has been put by government to facilitate this kind of leraning that can

make this politicians to complain about our studies?

Which law and directives from the president and ministry of health  been contravened by

LDC ?

We must learn to be appreciative for ideas that can make Uganda grow.

This is an indication that some members of parliament are anti development for this

country.

Therefore I totally  surport on-line studies to continue just for the betterment of brighter

future of Ugandan assets.

Thank you.

210.  Name: Charlotte      on 2020-06-19 04:45:33

Comments: Online studies must proceed.

211.  Name: Mastullah Ashah Mwanga     on 2020-06-19 04:50:26

Comments: I am so comfortable  with online teaching. 

212.  Name: Barbra Aketo     on 2020-06-19 04:53:57

Comments: The online classes have been adopted by the majority and it's quite
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satisfactory. 

We argue parliament to let LDC continue with the online classes 

213.  Name: Edgar      on 2020-06-19 04:54:24

Comments: We must embrace evolution 

214.  Name: Faith     on 2020-06-19 04:54:49

Comments: 

215.  Name: Laker Enid Claire     on 2020-06-19 04:55:43

Comments: LDC e-learning is very beneficial and it's enabled us to move forward in our

studies as we await the lockdown to pass. 

216.  Name: Kasozi Ashiraf     on 2020-06-19 04:59:02

Comments: Hello Honorable members of the Parliament of Uganda. You should

understand that in today's modern society, online teachings are widely used by providing

easy access to course materials, lecture room discussions and feedback to our

Professional Advisers. Course materials and activities may be accessed from any

computer whether it from the Campus or from the comfort of our homes. You should be

warned before passing unnecessary orders.

217.  Name: Mwigo John Banobere     on 2020-06-19 05:00:07

Comments: Online learning is the way to go in the current situation and in this new era of

technology.

I support the decision of LDC's innovation for online learning

218.  Name: Mariam namukasa      on 2020-06-19 05:06:56

Comments: 

219.  Name: Barasa Sandra     on 2020-06-19 05:07:49

Comments: I embrace e learning. 

220.  Name: Kulwawo Mariam     on 2020-06-19 05:08:35

Comments: 

221.  Name: Kirya Gonza Patricia     on 2020-06-19 05:09:21

Comments: Online learning is the new normal.

LDC should be allowed to continue with it. 

It has been of great help during this pandemic.

Thank you.

222.  Name: Ssemakula Rajabu     on 2020-06-19 05:09:54

Comments: The online learning as adopted by ldc due to the current crisis has been

beneficial to us as students since we manage to observe all the measures of preventing
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the spread of the corona virus and equally cover what we are meant. I therefore pray that

the parliament revised their decision to allow ldc conduct such classes for the benefit of

us the students and also advancing to the better ways of performing tasks without

necessarily physically meeting. Thanks.

223.  Name: MAWAGI FRED     on 2020-06-19 05:09:59

Comments: I think parliament was to some extent  mis-guided and a comprehensive

research thereto needed to be carried out before taking action, i believe a thorough

research was carried out by the administration in the first two weeks of revision and

turned out to be positive. Me i am in support of online studies as a new normal!

224.  Name: Niwarinda Derrick Baker     on 2020-06-19 05:10:00

Comments: Online studying is the way to go! In this era of the pandemic which has made

it impossible to have physical meetings then online studying and meetings is the way to

go! 

225.  Name: AWALO ALEX     on 2020-06-19 05:11:52

Comments: Am okay with online studies. 

226.  Name: Bwire John Martin     on 2020-06-19 05:12:09

Comments: Am in support of  on line teaching, we have been studying well.

227.  Name: Nakibuuka Beatrice     on 2020-06-19 05:12:09

Comments: We should continue with inline studying and I am ready for the new normal

due to covid pandemic

228.  Name: LUTAAYA ALLAN MARK     on 2020-06-19 05:12:13

Comments: Let's  embrace the new normal honorable  members  

229.  Name: Patricia Kirya     on 2020-06-19 05:12:55

Comments: Let's embrace positive change. It's for the good of the country as a whole.

Online teaching and learning is the way to go.

Thanks.

230.  Name: Bushirah Namwaya     on 2020-06-19 05:15:32

Comments: We want to continue with online classes....this thing needs to get done asap

231.  Name: Nduwayo Andrew     on 2020-06-19 05:15:54

Comments: There's nothing wrong with the online classes. The MPs need to better

informed before speaking rashly. 

232.  Name: Madibo Julius nangai     on 2020-06-19 05:16:20

Comments: To all stake holders. If the ministry has allowed primary and secondary
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students to be taught on TV, Why can't we have our learning on line?

233.  Name: Atwine Allan     on 2020-06-19 05:17:24

Comments: 'Delay is the enemy of progress.' Eliot Spitzer

234.  Name: Carol     on 2020-06-19 05:17:26

Comments: 

235.  Name: Arinaitwe Christon     on 2020-06-19 05:17:42

Comments: It was good experience studying online. To me it was reducing time wastage

and it has been wonderful

236.  Name: Derrick     on 2020-06-19 05:18:14

Comments: 

237.  Name: Arinaitwe fatumah Nzalame      on 2020-06-19 05:18:34

Comments: 

238.  Name: Ssemagulu Abubakr Saava      on 2020-06-19 05:18:50

Comments: Signed

239.  Name: Lito     on 2020-06-19 05:20:33

Comments: Online teaching is discriminatory. Imagine someone in the village with no

network and town is far whereby that person can't move daily on foot to and from town.If

the teaching wasn't in real time where attendance is mandatory, that would be better.

240.  Name: Akware Irene     on 2020-06-19 05:23:13

Comments: Whoever is against change is definitely against progress, the world wouldn't

have been where it is now if we turned our back to change. We are well aware of the fact

that we are living during difficult times and as such, a call to re-strategise  in abid to move

with the wind of change.  Online learning is the academic new normal and we were

happily doing it. All we need is support not pulling us down.

241.  Name: Abraham Senkatuka     on 2020-06-19 05:24:18

Comments: 

242.  Name: Muhere za Robert     on 2020-06-19 05:25:35

Comments: Online studying is Soo helpful to us .we need to understand the nature of

time in one's life 

243.  Name: Alice Takwaza     on 2020-06-19 05:27:07

Comments: Online studies is the way to go... this is a new era we should gladly embrace.

The courts embraced online hearings, it doesn't hurt learning to practice online. 
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244.  Name: Kaye Anwar      on 2020-06-19 05:32:17

Comments: 

245.  Name: Aseera Gloria Mugonzebwa     on 2020-06-19 05:34:15

Comments: This is really frustrating all our programs. I personally, I don't have any

problem with the online teaching. Iam adopting to the new era and enjoying it. Please,

just let us be and stop mixing things with politics.

246.  Name: Hamisi Baabu Awuye     on 2020-06-19 05:34:36

Comments: Our Future shouldn't be tied any one's Emotions 

247.  Name: Namanya keith     on 2020-06-19 05:35:09

Comments: This is a very brilliant arrangement by LDC 

Applaud to LDC team

Am in full support of their flexibility and adaptation to the prevailing situation.

248.  Name: Zalwango Racheal Sanyu     on 2020-06-19 05:35:44

Comments: 

249.  Name: Ssewali Abubaker     on 2020-06-19 05:37:40

Comments: I recommend the online teaching strategy because it is convenient for the

current pandemic since we are not certain of when it will stop (the pandemic)

250.  Name: Muwando Brian     on 2020-06-19 05:37:44

Comments: There is nothing wrong with conducting online studies, i personally think

everyone must embrace the new normal for their own good.

251.  Name: Tumushabe Scovia      on 2020-06-19 05:38:00

Comments: I'm in support of online learning 

252.  Name: Auma Patricia     on 2020-06-19 05:39:13

Comments: A decision passed on behalf of a majority group that was not consulted is not

unprecedented today; however we shall not permit this form of leadership to hinder our

academic progress. Online classes have helped us redeem some of the time we had lost

from the pandemic lockdown. I stand against the decision to halt LDC online studies as it

was founded on a baseless, frivolous and vexatious allegation. We must move forward

with I.T, the next renaissance is A.I  

253.  Name: Muhiirwa Deus Alituha     on 2020-06-19 05:40:04

Comments:  Online studying was an idea tabled by the students to the LDC

administration through the students' leadership body.  

The Administration adopted the idea after conducting a 2 week pilot study which was

greatly attended by the students. 
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Guidelines where further shared with us and they included specifically; 

- Exams shall not be conducted online. 

This was in line with the president's advice in regard to online exams "UCU online exams"

It thus my voice and desire to embrace the new normal through supporting  LDC online

classes.

254.  Name: Muhiirwa Deus Alituha     on 2020-06-19 05:40:04

Comments:  Online studying was an idea tabled by the students to the LDC

administration through the students' leadership body.  

The Administration adopted the idea after conducting a 2 week pilot study which was

greatly attended by the students. 

Guidelines where further shared with us and they included specifically; 

- Exams shall not be conducted online. 

This was in line with the president's advice in regard to online exams "UCU online exams"

It thus my voice and desire to embrace the new normal through supporting  LDC online

classes.

255.  Name: Wekesa prossy     on 2020-06-19 05:41:30

Comments: Ugandan MPs should know that its only God who is the same yesterday

today and forever. Hebrews 13:8 the rest of the things can't be the same.

Your the reason our country is still lagging behind .

Dear MPs won't you embrace the changes that happen in our society including our

learning online as LDC students. If you believe that Uganda should be static in all

generations then you have lost truck.

We are not complaining as students about MBS and network just like how we have

embraced the new idea  of wearing masks and staying at home.

256.  Name: Kirabo Rhonah     on 2020-06-19 05:41:36

Comments: If students have not come out to complain about it I see no reason why a

Honourable Minister can come out with such an allegations with the payment of a 20k

and sitting for Exams online. Next time this Honourable need to fast scrutinize what he's

to speak ...

257.  Name: Zura Mukasa     on 2020-06-19 05:41:48

Comments: 

258.  Name: Nsiimenta mackline     on 2020-06-19 05:41:55

Comments: 

259.  Name: Nabalindwa Maseruka Shamsa      on 2020-06-19 05:42:42

Comments: We need to resume studies 
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260.  Name: Zakia Nangoye     on 2020-06-19 05:42:53

Comments: 

261.  Name: Mercy     on 2020-06-19 05:43:38

Comments: Let us finish our academic year!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

262.  Name: Kakoma Edgar     on 2020-06-19 05:44:18

Comments: LDC is an institution that works on a very tight timetable.. Online classes will

help LDC achieve the timetable it has set for the A/Y 2019/2020.

The classes are also conducted in line with the MoH guidelines on preventing the spread

of COVID19.

Stopping LDC from conducting online classes shows how we are careless in this country

in as far as the future of education is concerned.

Please allow LDC continue with the online classes.. So far, they were successful and

none of the students was complaining..

Let this good institution be spared your politicking!!!... 

263.  Name: Abubaker Mugambe     on 2020-06-19 05:45:04

Comments: we need the elearning system to go forward if we are to make up for the lost

three months, besides we are not against the covid 19 guidelines.

264.  Name: SSEWANYANA EVANS MUJABI      on 2020-06-19 05:47:58

Comments: Bring back online classes ASAP 

265.  Name: Mei Nachwa     on 2020-06-19 05:50:07

Comments: We as students of ldc were consulted by the director in a meeting on zoom

and majority of us supported the idea of e learning. Well it’s impossible to have all of us

support it , but why stop us yet it’s the president who actually addressed the nation and

advised schools to do online studies.

266.  Name: Businge Abdul Rahiman     on 2020-06-19 05:50:09

Comments: Am wondering how can institution like LDC be barred from teaching online in

this digital era where everything  is done on internet.

267.  Name: Kasungwa Augustine     on 2020-06-19 05:50:42

Comments: I strongly support the cause. But also we need to check the procedural steps

if any that were not follow during the implimentation

268.  Name: Namurebire mercy     on 2020-06-19 05:51:05

Comments: 
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269.  Name: Buyela Diana      on 2020-06-19 05:51:07

Comments: It's not fair that we can't conduct our classes online yet the mps are planing to

have us elect them online why can't they also wait for covid to end this is what I call

selfcenterdnes 

And as a normal society opposition has to be there even president museveni was not

elected by all the Ugandans 

There are people who are just anti change but we are all going through a change we

never saw coming 

We need to find ways of living with covid and that's exactly what ldc has done because

covid is here to stay so far with all the technology we have no country has the cure 

270.  Name: Bwanika salim     on 2020-06-19 05:52:13

Comments: I petition 2

271.  Name: Conrad kimbugwe      on 2020-06-19 05:52:45

Comments: You cant shut down a programme that you arent privy too over baseless lies

and falsities. Shame on HON Okupa!

272.  Name: Bataamukuwa Daphne      on 2020-06-19 05:53:02

Comments: I support the online learning initiative introduced by LDC. 

273.  Name: Akampereza Dianah     on 2020-06-19 05:53:08

Comments: Comment.we want to study,leave LDC and create room for others. Stop

politicizing our future.we have other pending assignments on the way.Allow LDC to

conduct online classes ,are very very comfortable with them. WE WANT TO STUDY.

274.  Name: Davis Kiconco     on 2020-06-19 05:54:42

Comments: We need to resume online studies asap. We embraced change and we are

not complaining. We know what's best for ourselves not the MPs.

275.  Name: Yonirwoth Consolate     on 2020-06-19 05:56:16

Comments: 

276.  Name: Natumanya Evas     on 2020-06-19 05:56:31

Comments: This is so unfair to us! Our online classes shdn't hve been stopped because

they hvnt been of any harm to anyone! We pray to be allowed to continue with the same.

277.  Name: Nabbaale Tracy     on 2020-06-19 05:56:45

Comments: We need online studies. It is time saving. 

278.  Name: Kasemiire Hajarah     on 2020-06-19 05:58:55

Comments: 
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279.  Name: Mutaali Martins     on 2020-06-19 05:59:22

Comments: 

280.  Name: Esther Babirye     on 2020-06-19 05:59:23

Comments: 

281.  Name: Carol Prossie Alum      on 2020-06-19 06:00:20

Comments: 

282.  Name: Snshemereirwe Samson     on 2020-06-19 06:01:28

Comments: I append my signature to this petition in support of how the elearning process

has helped us proceed normally with our academic year. We have no students so far

complaining to have been left behind. I hope the Parliament revises its decision and

instead give its best to ensure the elearning is a success for us.

283.  Name: Kobusingye ruth     on 2020-06-19 06:01:43

Comments: Let us really study

284.  Name: Bukenya kenneth     on 2020-06-19 06:01:51

Comments: Very interested in online classes

285.  Name: Tusuubira isaac     on 2020-06-19 06:02:18

Comments: 

286.  Name: Mugisha Laban     on 2020-06-19 06:03:33

Comments: If there can be scientific elections, why not allow online classes??

 

287.  Name: Jovia Beinomugisha      on 2020-06-19 06:04:32

Comments: Online studies have not only been a wonderful experience but also a

significant step into the future tomorrow, adjusting to change is hard but it is inevitable.

Online classes on my view are a whole new wonderful experience, personally I have

learnt a lot from it.

288.  Name: Akandekaho Abraham     on 2020-06-19 06:04:45

Comments: Online classes must continue 

289.  Name: Victoria      on 2020-06-19 06:06:37

Comments: 

290.  Name: Talemwa Rachael     on 2020-06-19 06:06:43

Comments: 
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291.  Name: Nyombi Solomon Ignatius     on 2020-06-19 06:07:07

Comments: 

292.  Name: Taremwa Samuel     on 2020-06-19 06:08:34

Comments: Stop politicising our education..

LDC is a monopoly of the legal practice certificate and can conduct online classes

successfully.

293.  Name: Carolyne Nahabwe     on 2020-06-19 06:09:17

Comments:  We cannot do a 9months course for 2years....its really inconveniencing 

Be humane

294.  Name: sserunkuma s bbosa     on 2020-06-19 06:10:09

Comments: am good to go

295.  Name: Isabella Pedun     on 2020-06-19 06:11:01

Comments: Let the online classes continue

296.  Name: OPIO Michael Tumuine     on 2020-06-19 06:11:18

Comments: Let us not fight change  but embrace it to stay safe.

297.  Name: Amanya David     on 2020-06-19 06:13:38

Comments: Online studies are wonderful!!

298.  Name: Mirembe Jovia Birungi     on 2020-06-19 06:14:18

Comments: Iam for online teaching. Parliament should discuss real issues and leave us

alone. If court is having e- sessions, we are talking of e-elections, why not online

teaching? 

299.  Name: Twishime Salome     on 2020-06-19 06:14:27

Comments: Let the learning proceed, we're not complaining and our opinion wasn't

sought. 

300.  Name: Opielo Andrew     on 2020-06-19 06:14:34

Comments: 

301.  Name: Abigail Amahoro     on 2020-06-19 06:15:08

Comments: 

302.  Name: Esther Nankabirwa      on 2020-06-19 06:17:04

Comments: 

303.  Name: Akulia Rebecca       on 2020-06-19 06:17:22
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Comments: No complaints about online classes and we should be allowed to continue. 

304.  Name: MUSINGUZI INNOCENT     on 2020-06-19 06:19:54

Comments: 

My simple QN to the person behind this petition ...what the money for and how much is

filling this petition .....we are being stopped coz of a mere 20k corrected for data and u ur

bringing again the issue of money ...??

305.  Name: LDC Student     on 2020-06-19 06:20:46

Comments: I'll start by recognizing @Min. of Educ. & the August House for being the No.

1 enemies of this progress.

But since this is a petition, let me add my voice too.

I take cognizance of the fact that these are changing times, w/c we'all had not prepared

for; times when everything would change " & go tech". 

The pandemic as well as the preceding Public Health (Control of COVID - 19) Rules,

2020 which power to make them, Parliament played a part and gave the power to the

Minister(See. section 104 of the Public Health Act Cap 281) brought about all these

changes.

This was followed by LDC halting academic activities(Till further notice) in adherance of

the same. Now herecomes the time, when lectures can be conducted online where we

the students have welcomed and appreciated the cause, & success is registered in

attendance than the August House, & Min. of Education, now stops the same.

These online classes are so help to us and we therefore need them since with No

Sacrifice, there's no victory.

I believe decisions to be taken, are supposed to represent the views, interests & wishes

of the people (those affected), and we the people allude to the fact that these classes

should continue.

I may not know who will read this, but let above mentioned bodies keep their politics

outside of this since this is not the play ground for it.

#We_need_to_resume_studies & #Represent_our_views_not_your_politics

306.  Name: ONGOM DANIEL     on 2020-06-19 06:20:48

Comments: The online teaching system is by all means necessary for us as bar course

students to continue learning during this period seeing as we have lost three months due

to the Covid impediment.

Additionally and very importantly,the talk of high data expenses is false because we

spend less than half of what we normally spend as daily upkeep while physically present

in school.So it's even safe to argue that online teaching has offered as a cheaper solution

to studying and completing our course.

307.  Name: Georginah Namuyomba      on 2020-06-19 06:21:27

Comments: I support online teaching,our right to education in the new normal shouldn’t

be frustrated by baseless rumors.
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308.  Name: Namirimu erone      on 2020-06-19 06:23:00

Comments: Our learning is non of their business.  They should concentrate on their

online elections issues and covid 19

309.  Name: NABWIRE AIDAH     on 2020-06-19 06:23:10

Comments: I support the proposal to implement online teaching 

310.  Name: Bwango Moses     on 2020-06-19 06:23:14

Comments: We are fine with the method, we got 5 weeks of revision online and this

boosted our experience to hold real lectures on the same, I believe unlike other

institutions..LDC is much sure that it's students are all having the gadgets to access these

online classes like smartphones and computers since these were even stated on our

admission letters as a must have, the program is much cheaper than being at school

forexample I have only used 9GB data for the whole month to access all the required

classes which has only costed me 30,000/=, there's is no parent who afforded sending a

student to LDC and paid all that costs from undergraduate who can't now afford that 30k

for data subscription, secondly the Honorable's assertion that LDC is demanding 20k

from students for this exercise..this should be disregarded, he is speaking from no

basement, am a student at LDC and I have never heard abt that, For my case LDC

classes online are very fine

311.  Name: Erima Kevin     on 2020-06-19 06:24:14

Comments: Am in support of online studying. Its really beneficial to us as students.

312.  Name:  I love Studies      on 2020-06-19 06:24:38

Comments: We’re okay with online studies. We commend LDC for the initiative. 

313.  Name: Okello Vincent     on 2020-06-19 06:26:10

Comments: We should continue with online studies, there is no harm, it's an alternative

method of studies which is not new, we need to embrace e-learning, e-banking, e-filing.

Covid 19 is here to stay.

314.  Name: Akany Sarah     on 2020-06-19 06:26:55

Comments: LDC is being misrepresented in parliament, we have never been asked to

pay any 20,000/ and neither have we done any exams online as it's being alleged,  rather

the presidential encouragement for E-learning is what  LDC has implemented. It's my

plea that the government allow has continue with our online study, and the MP should be

task to prove his claim otherwise it's baseless and done with I'll motive especially against

the student body, and a great institution like LDC. 

315.  Name: Nsubuga Tanansi     on 2020-06-19 06:27:31

Comments: Let us embrace the new normal.Go digital .ldc should proceed with online

studies.change is a fact of life.

316.  Name: MUHAMAD ALI ALUMA     on 2020-06-19 06:28:18
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Comments: We accepted the online lecture and no one should block our future. 

317.  Name: Cathy K     on 2020-06-19 06:29:59

Comments: We haven't come rioting before parliament about online classes. Neither

have we as ldc students ever waged a social media war against  ldc online classes. So

do they really think the director LDC and his team would just come dictating these classes

without consulting us?  I think parliament should keep themselves busy with matters that

concern aggrieved Ugandans because we are not in that category

318.  Name: Cathy K     on 2020-06-19 06:29:58

Comments: We haven't come rioting before parliament about online classes. Neither

have we as ldc students ever waged a social media war against  ldc online classes. So

do they really think the director LDC and his team would just come dictating these classes

without consulting us?  I think parliament should keep themselves busy with matters that

concern aggrieved Ugandans because we are not in that category

319.  Name: Celina Natocho     on 2020-06-19 06:30:19

Comments: 

320.  Name: twinebyona Charles     on 2020-06-19 06:30:47

Comments: i support online teaching but I need some provision for data and LDC rules

regarding attendance should be waived during online classes because of poor network

affecting some of us.

321.  Name: Nakidde Kuluthum     on 2020-06-19 06:32:43

Comments: We have no problem with online classes 

322.  Name: David Manzi mwangangi     on 2020-06-19 06:34:37

Comments: I am so much  dissatisfied with the way parliament of uganda handled the

affair of ldc specifically the online program by relying on speculations and coming with a

conclusion without investigating the truth of the matter. If i may ask what  could be the

role of the parliamentary committees? and was the matter forwarded to the relevant

committee to undertake investigation.

We want back our online program

323.  Name: Ssemmuli Anthony      on 2020-06-19 06:35:20

Comments: online lessons should proceed at ldc, since we’re left with one months to

complete lessons.

324.  Name: Alezuyo Mercy     on 2020-06-19 06:37:37

Comments: This is a digital era, everything has changed, for how long shall we sit back

and watch time just pass by when others countries adopting the same? The parliament

should sit and discuss how best they can support the system, how they can extend the

same to other institutions instead of discouraging it. I am in support of eLearning, LDC

should continue with the classes.
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325.  Name: Kisalita juma     on 2020-06-19 06:38:54

Comments: 

326.  Name: Peninnahjoy Nakaweesa     on 2020-06-19 06:43:21

Comments: I am all for finishing this year whatever the cost.

327.  Name: Rosemary Nagudi     on 2020-06-19 06:44:01

Comments: I support this cause

328.  Name: KABAARISA CHRISTTIANER     on 2020-06-19 06:45:05

Comments: Studying online is the way to go for us to avoid wastage of the whole year for

this covid. 

We have got to give space for the others let's embrace the change other than criticising.

I wish the Mp was requesting for supporting us financially before the floor than criticising

us.

329.  Name: Elvis     on 2020-06-19 06:45:37

Comments: This atrocious move by legislators to curtail our right to education which we

have been exercising without coercion or inconveniencing any member of society is

malicious at best and mischievous at worst.  The fact that it originated from ignorant

allegations from a one respected Hon. OKUPA is even more mind boggling. I cry for his

voters. Apologise and lift the ban on our online studies immediately!

330.  Name: Lyavala Ahamed     on 2020-06-19 06:45:43

Comments: With due respect Hon. Elijah Okupa... anyway I can't say this, let me just find

his contact. Bottom line is that I Lyavala AhamedI support online learning for Ldc

331.  Name: Bantebya Samuel     on 2020-06-19 06:45:59

Comments: Yes to online learning

332.  Name: Namuddu Joyce     on 2020-06-19 06:47:03

Comments: Most of us have no problem with online classes because it is to our

advantage. We have learned how to adopt change. So why would someone who actually

doesn't know how beneficial it is to us be concerned more than anybody? Please just let

us continue with our classes. We so pray

333.  Name: Tiko Gloria     on 2020-06-19 06:47:40

Comments: I 

334.  Name: Baguma Peter     on 2020-06-19 06:47:48

Comments: When man learnt how to aim without missing,the eagle learnt how to fly

without patching. Online studies should continue since they offer the best solution  to

study while social distancing.  We need to adapt!!
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335.  Name: Oyenyboth Grace     on 2020-06-19 06:49:20

Comments: In these unprecedented times, we must embrace change positively to

progress. We can't simply fold our hands and watch our dreams and hope subside.

Online learning is widely practiced for situations that prevent people from physically

assembling in class, such as covid 19, among others.. i support it!

336.  Name: Nantale Prossy Joanita     on 2020-06-19 06:49:53

Comments: We need to finish school...there has been a lot of laxity in opening schools.

Regardless we have tried to accept the new normal that is even helping in avoiding covid

19 spread. Please allow us to continue with online study...we need this to happen now.

337.  Name: Akidi Eunice      on 2020-06-19 06:50:32

Comments: LDC Online Classes must go on.

We LDC students are not complaining,we have no issues with it. 

338.  Name: Twinomujuni Henry     on 2020-06-19 06:52:42

Comments: Let’s us study online

339.  Name: Jackie Kalisto     on 2020-06-19 06:53:28

Comments: The New Normal must stand

340.  Name: Matanzima Peter Kasse     on 2020-06-19 06:54:07

Comments: We must comply to covid demands... We must not let covid slow us down

when we have a way out...

Parliament should desist from interfering in well intentioned projects just for the sake of

politics

341.  Name: Nabbosa Faridah     on 2020-06-19 07:01:48

Comments: I'm in support of online learning

342.  Name: Milly Chandiru     on 2020-06-19 07:01:51

Comments: 

343.  Name: Mukasa Shakilah Zainabbu      on 2020-06-19 07:03:50

Comments: Let's embrace the new normal of handling things especially in all aspects of

life..for now it's education 

344.  Name: Nabumboyi Rebecca     on 2020-06-19 07:06:14

Comments: I support this petition because it has been enabling me to study while

keeping social distance and not delaying the institution's program

345.  Name: Kawesi Charles lwanga     on 2020-06-19 07:06:38
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Comments: 

346.  Name: Kamatsiko maclean     on 2020-06-19 07:08:12

Comments: 

347.  Name: Amumpaire Sonia     on 2020-06-19 07:09:02

Comments: I am in support of online studies

348.  Name: Patience      on 2020-06-19 07:09:23

Comments: 

349.  Name: Ninyesiga Marvin      on 2020-06-19 07:09:28

Comments: It is high time we embrace the new normal or we shall keep backward for

ever and perhaps the courts of Uganda have embraced the same through efiling and

holding court sessions on zoom. So why not for the upcoming advocates 

350.  Name: Justo masinde mulosi     on 2020-06-19 07:10:17

Comments: We want back our online program

351.  Name: Stella Buyambi     on 2020-06-19 07:10:17

Comments: These mps should stop sticking their noses where they don't belong,aren't

they supposed to be misusing the covid money...leave LDC alone coz we are fine with

the online classes

352.  Name: Rushongoza Begumya     on 2020-06-19 07:10:30

Comments: 

353.  Name: Healvy  Margaret kisolo     on 2020-06-19 07:11:24

Comments: Let LDC continue with its initiative. I takes a practical mind to find a solution.

We urge other institution to borrow a leaf from LDC.

354.  Name: Namulema Jalia     on 2020-06-19 07:11:24

Comments: 

355.  Name: Hamza Ssekamate     on 2020-06-19 07:11:40

Comments: Mps should applause Ldc management and assist it to effectively have the

online system reach out to those students that can't access it.

356.  Name: Atukunda Claire     on 2020-06-19 07:15:03

Comments: Online study is the best during coviid19 pandemic season, Parliament

Please,

357.  Name: Wanda Benard     on 2020-06-19 07:15:48
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Comments: It is incumbent on our National leaders to first research about something

before tabling it on the follow of parliament, thus it is on that note that Hon Okupa did not

take time to get views of the LDC student leaders  as regards to online studies. I

therefore disregard the submission of Hon Okupa that LDC as an institution is collecting

20,000shs for the online studies, no it's a mere sham and the public should treat it with

the highest contempt.

Being a postgraduate institution, students have the abilities of financing their online

studies, and also the students have adhered to government guidelines of social

distancing by staying at their respective homes.

I therefore urge the Parliament of Uganda through the Right. Hon. Speaker to give

leverage to LDC students to finish their course basing on the fact that they are finalists.

©Wanda Benard LDC student

358.  Name: Raymond Muhekyi     on 2020-06-19 07:15:48

Comments: 

359.  Name: Nakalyango Oliver     on 2020-06-19 07:17:22

Comments: I support the commencement of online teaching. Our education matters

360.  Name: Niwenyesiga Yunia     on 2020-06-19 07:20:01

Comments: Online teaching was the best of it's kind in this pandemic that we don't know

when it will end. It's hard time Uganda learns how to live with covid19 rather than putting

us on hold for so wrong. We are behind suffering and those on top can't see that . We

started online study and it was moving on well and everyone could afford. Plz parliament

listen to our cries if you can't open schools for us to continue and finish let us study online

as we have been doing I so pray.

361.  Name: Atugonza Lyn     on 2020-06-19 07:20:15

Comments: *It is outrageous. We refuse to remain in the last century. Ministry of

Education should embrace elearning. What is education and learning if we cannot find

ways of prevailing over the current challenges?*

362.  Name: Apica Rebecca     on 2020-06-19 07:22:59

Comments: Well, this is the new normal...we should be allowed to continue with our

online classes...time is of essence.

363.  Name: MULAMBA NGANDA OSCA4     on 2020-06-19 07:23:27

Comments: Kindly we have to adjust to the changes ahead of time. Technology and

teaching r moving hand in hand .lets us move on with our course

364.  Name: Atim Kate     on 2020-06-19 07:23:54

Comments: 

365.  Name: Adoa John William     on 2020-06-19 07:25:26

Comments: It's ubsard what parliament is trying to do. An online class does not endanger
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in terms of the spread of Corona virus. I strongly support the conduction of online class.

366.  Name: Namala Amiah     on 2020-06-19 07:28:49

Comments: 

367.  Name: Murru Ahmed     on 2020-06-19 07:31:20

Comments: I support online teaching system

368.  Name: Nsobani David     on 2020-06-19 07:32:20

Comments: This is the new normal that we should embrace. It is used even in other

countries,what about Uganda, Judiciary introduced online filling and court hearings in

prison ,as lawyers we have moved a head of the rest,pleas let us be. In the

aultanative,LDC is a unique institution from the rest and am sure you have notice of this,

as  bar course student I wish to report that we agreed to go this way, so please allow us

to complet our course and we go,we are out of time. Thank.

369.  Name: Hetta mwigombe     on 2020-06-19 07:32:22

Comments: 

370.  Name: Macrina Patricia      on 2020-06-19 07:33:22

Comments: In support. 

371.  Name: Ferdinand Sekiganda     on 2020-06-19 07:35:38

Comments: 

372.  Name: Adrine     on 2020-06-19 07:36:06

Comments: 

373.  Name: NAJINGO SALIMA     on 2020-06-19 07:36:18

Comments: I am a student at LDC and I am very okay with elearning

374.  Name: Lukenge Stephen     on 2020-06-19 07:36:43

Comments: Online classes should proceed

375.  Name: Ahwera Shallot     on 2020-06-19 07:37:39

Comments: Am in support of online studies, a lot of time has already been lost.

376.  Name: Nakiriggya Winfred     on 2020-06-19 07:39:10

Comments: Online classes should continue. Because we have no idea when the country

will be free of thecorona pandemic . We cannot sit around for half a year doing nothing,

and yet the numbers of patients keeps going up. We cannot put out lives on hold . We

need to keep studying
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377.  Name: Elizabeth Nabukeera Hope     on 2020-06-19 07:39:40

Comments: It's been such a great initiative. Helped in knowing and the feel that one is

literally speaking with the PA is quiet engaging.

We have been able to actual continue with our third term with no difficulty despite the

pandemic. And also putting in mind that we are carrying on the SOPs including social

distancing.

I strongly support the initiative.

378.  Name: kule Ambrose Craig     on 2020-06-19 07:43:40

Comments: am in total support of online teaching my only worry is how the IAs and

exams will be conducted once the institution is finally opened

379.  Name: Lamunu Olympia     on 2020-06-19 07:43:51

Comments: I support the online teaching adopted by The Law Development Centre

380.  Name: Lillian Basemera     on 2020-06-19 07:47:28

Comments: 

381.  Name: Kamba Cassim Ali     on 2020-06-19 07:47:38

Comments: Online study by LDC is in tand email with social distancing. 

All students as a policy were required to possess laptops and no one was admitted

without showing it to administration, we have used IT in the names of email to receive all

our academic materials, WiFi and now Zoom, Moodle for classes.

LDC has over 1500 students who cannot find enough room to sit taking into account the 4

metres distance rule, even if we open physically meaning online.

Online study is cheaper, I don't need to spend on transport (30000 daily), lunch, break,

water (15,000). 

Minimises time wastage, I spend over 2 hours going to school and slightly longer on my

way back home because of endemic traffic jams. Now part of this time is used to review

my work.

Online facilities offer flexibility, allowing to take my pace and be in control of what and

when I should learn.

LDC also saves money that it would commit to  staff welfare on campus and the power

consumption on AC and the like.

The online learning fits into the Ministry of Education policy of providing online education.

See the Ministry's COVID 19 Education Sector Response Guidelines, para. 2.1.4.

Question: What if Covid 19 becomes a permanent  feature in our lives, shall we then

close schools permanently?

If public taxis, restaurants,  mauls, shops, markets have physically opened, is it just to

close online studies?

What else must I say for any one to see a bleeding heart???

382.  Name: Ongwen John Timothy     on 2020-06-19 07:48:08

Comments: Let's embrace technology
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383.  Name: Mukasa Katantazi Sirajeh     on 2020-06-19 07:48:21

Comments: 

384.  Name: Abasa Gimei Godfrey F6     on 2020-06-19 07:48:31

Comments: I support online sessions by LDC

385.  Name: Adeke Sharone      on 2020-06-19 07:49:09

Comments: 

386.  Name: Stonranch Mwinda Mutesitesi II     on 2020-06-19 07:49:14

Comments: The world is moving fast. we cannot afford to lag behind. The judiciary has

embraced online hearings.. Why can't the only institution in the country embrace teaching

future Advocates online & how to practice online?!!!! Parliament should desist from being

an enemy of progress.

387.  Name: Hope Suzan Hilda     on 2020-06-19 07:52:20

Comments: 

388.  Name: Shamila zainabu      on 2020-06-19 07:53:16

Comments: 

389.  Name: Sanyu Grace     on 2020-06-19 07:54:24

Comments: We need our online teaching back to ensure social distancing.

390.  Name: Ocwa Marvin      on 2020-06-19 07:55:36

Comments: 

391.  Name: Semule Swidick      on 2020-06-19 07:55:38

Comments: 

392.  Name: Atuhairwe Joan Harriet     on 2020-06-19 07:58:27

Comments: Free our education

393.  Name: Bamwesigye Emmanuel     on 2020-06-19 08:00:41

Comments: We have to kill time we have 1800 students that need to finish this year and

1300 waiting in the ranks.

394.  Name: Nakamanya Harriet     on 2020-06-19 08:00:53

Comments: Equity aids the vigilant,we are in support of the online teaching and should

continue.

395.  Name: katusabe flavia     on 2020-06-19 08:01:46

Comments: Instead of the so called MPs encouraging other institutions of higher learning
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to emulate what LDC is doing ,they are there looking for relevancy. We as students ain't

complaining as its in our best interest . Please members of parliament discuss other

pertinent issues that are affecting this country and let's us do what benefits it.

396.  Name: Suzan Kabachwezi     on 2020-06-19 08:02:39

Comments: Parliament must respect our right to education.

LDC is a unquie learning institution n most of those legislators have been there before.

 We should as well embrace the change in the globe, e learning is the way to go, 

397.  Name: Mutamba Paul     on 2020-06-19 08:03:30

Comments: 

398.  Name: Nakatudde Aminah      on 2020-06-19 08:08:05

Comments: 

399.  Name: Kisakye Joy     on 2020-06-19 08:08:35

Comments: 

400.  Name: Mansur Abubaar     on 2020-06-19 08:09:44

Comments: 

401.  Name: NANFUKA SAIDA      on 2020-06-19 08:10:56

Comments: 

402.  Name: Nsereko Samuel     on 2020-06-19 08:11:39

Comments: 

403.  Name: Abaasa Nicholas     on 2020-06-19 08:13:34

Comments: we are living in times of A NEW NORMAL...

Already its evident that 99% of LDC students are able to attend online classes. 

lets embrace the new normal.

its absurd that an Mp can get on the floor of Parliament and make allegations without

even having made any research on the same. its a shame!!!    

404.  Name: Wasswa Kasim Ssensalo     on 2020-06-19 08:14:29

Comments: 

405.  Name: Cynthia N     on 2020-06-19 08:15:54

Comments: Please re-instate online classes. We are comfortable with them

406.  Name: Nassimbwa Asiya     on 2020-06-19 08:16:16

Comments: 
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407.  Name:  Della A     on 2020-06-19 08:22:29

Comments: 

408.  Name: Nuwagira Jose Kyomuhendo     on 2020-06-19 08:22:51

Comments: I am in support of e-learning because I am actually gaining more than I do

when I do self study. Secondly, if a person has to succeed in law learning, you need to be

engaged in learning daily if parliamentarians stop us from the same most of us will be

forced to engage in other works and by the time we begin school again no one will be

remembering even a single procedure to follow when we resume. Thirdly, we don't have

the same background; most of us are not well off and moreover hostels keep on

demanding rent even when we are home apparently. This is very unfair to us students

unless we keep on studying and finish in time hence saving us from the burden of paying

hostel rent in vain. That's my humble petition and I pray it should be considered.

409.  Name: Jobey Terzol     on 2020-06-19 08:23:49

Comments: New eras must be embraced.

410.  Name: Ruth Nagadya     on 2020-06-19 08:26:12

Comments: I 100% agree to do online school. We need to embrace the new normal. LDc

didn't ask us for any money. They requested to vote for the online school which the ones

who desired it most won. 

411.  Name: Kelly Uwizeye     on 2020-06-19 08:26:44

Comments: 

412.  Name: Jennifer Kanyunyuzi     on 2020-06-19 08:27:33

Comments: We need our e-learning to be reinstated 

413.  Name: Kintu saidi     on 2020-06-19 08:27:35

Comments: Studying online is the right way to go, am sure I can't contract covid -19 since

am at  home.

414.  Name: Birungi Penina     on 2020-06-19 08:29:05

Comments: Together we can

415.  Name: Wanyenze Gloria     on 2020-06-19 08:29:31

Comments: Online classes were very effective and keeping us on track despite covid 19 .

We need to embrace change as a nation.

416.  Name: Ainembabazi Nelson     on 2020-06-19 08:33:42

Comments: 

417.  Name: Linda     on 2020-06-19 08:33:44

Comments: Please let us learn!!!!! 
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418.  Name: Mwijukya Daniel     on 2020-06-19 08:33:49

Comments: 

419.  Name: Nyafwono Doreen Patricia     on 2020-06-19 08:34:15

Comments: We should embrace technology now because it's the future

420.  Name: Enos Buluma     on 2020-06-19 08:36:01

Comments: We need to uphold the new normal and pursue our studies online. We are

not the only beneficiaries but also our colleagues who are waiting to oin in the next in

take.

421.  Name: Muhire Duncan      on 2020-06-19 08:36:29

Comments: 

422.  Name: Mutale salimati     on 2020-06-19 08:42:47

Comments: We chose on-line learning, we embraced it freely and most of us have been

attending.

Like earlier said time lost can not be returned. Please Gov't let us utilize our year and we

go do other things.

We only have two months of 3rd time, plz.

423.  Name: MWIISI EDIRISA     on 2020-06-19 08:42:49

Comments: I'm okay with online studying.

424.  Name: ALUM BETTY     on 2020-06-19 08:43:15

Comments: Am in support of e learning, the the hon. M P Okupa must be having an I'll

motive against the center program following the MoE and Presidential directives to

embrace e learning programs in abid  to fight against this pandemic. 90% of the students

have embraced the program and his claim of 20000/= contributions to access the online

is a total lie. We must proceed.

425.  Name: Vivian Namaynja     on 2020-06-19 08:44:42

Comments: 

426.  Name: Owani Daniel     on 2020-06-19 08:44:57

Comments: We need to study

427.  Name: Kato Fredrick     on 2020-06-19 08:49:12

Comments: 

428.  Name: Agwero Winnie Lydia     on 2020-06-19 08:52:44

Comments: E learning is the new normal.
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429.  Name: Ayebare Mugarura     on 2020-06-19 08:54:39

Comments: Online teaching is the way to go

430.  Name: Nuwagaba Mercy     on 2020-06-19 08:54:50

Comments: 

431.  Name: ARINDA AHABWE     on 2020-06-19 08:57:57

Comments: 

432.  Name: Tatwebwa Eriab     on 2020-06-19 08:58:47

Comments: The ministry should allow LDC to operate online as a large percentage of

student's have been actively participated in the program and LDC is inline with the

ministry of health guidelines

433.  Name: Matovu Baker     on 2020-06-19 08:58:54

Comments: We are getting sufficient information and knowledge from online classes ....

We need them please. 

434.  Name: Sajjabi hamiss     on 2020-06-19 08:59:32

Comments: Am OK with online teaching

435.  Name: Mugisha Nuwagaba Buhiire      on 2020-06-19 09:06:57

Comments: 

436.  Name: Daphne mushabe     on 2020-06-19 09:12:20

Comments: I have no issue with the online classes. 

437.  Name: Nakisige Ritah     on 2020-06-19 09:13:06

Comments: Honestly speaking no one is complaining about the online classes. We need

to study and leave. 

438.  Name: Miriam Birungi     on 2020-06-19 09:13:24

Comments: Stop this fuckery 

439.  Name: Nabungye Dinah     on 2020-06-19 09:20:08

Comments: if you can not change, change will change you. Now what if corona stays, let

us study. digital is the only way to go.

440.  Name: David Ogwani Wandera     on 2020-06-19 09:22:17

Comments: We embrace the online learning since courts have adopted the same. And I
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enjoy much more online  compared the analog, Therefore LDC should continue with

online even exams should be online because everything is done from home, imagine am

at migingo island and attending lectures at the centre. Thanks LDC for the initiative.

441.  Name: Kahuma  Terry     on 2020-06-19 09:26:42

Comments: We need to finish in time 

442.  Name: Nabagolooba Shakira      on 2020-06-19 09:27:18

Comments: E.learning is the cheapest mean of aquiring knowledge in Uganda this is

because ;

1 .Acessing data and wifi is cheap and easy due to telecommunication Companies

competition and an increase of data dealers,but physical appearance is expensive

whether you own a vehicle, a bicycle, motorcycle, currently transport costs are high due

to half rule capacity of each public vehicle and remember no more use of boda boda by

passengers, unless your ready to convert yourself into a luggage .

2.flexibility ,Ldc has Kampala and mbarara campus which E.learning ease interaction of

different firms of different campus. On addition to that mbarara is a boarder district one

will wonder since the president stopped movement of vehicle in such area,how will

students access Mbarara lectures and  there cubicles ?!?!?!

this means this will affect  more students negatively than the less negative  effects if any

which I can't see now by E.learning .

I therefore support the E.leaning than the long ,unpredictable physical learning in the

country yet this is the source of essential workers.

443.  Name: Joshua Tumwebaze     on 2020-06-19 09:32:06

Comments: Thanx for the initiative yiga. Lets support this petition and finish our studies

here at the centre

444.  Name: Mulumba Hassan     on 2020-06-19 09:32:42

Comments: The world has changed, especially in this 21 Century, modernity is part of our

daily lives, at least the all members of Parliament have got a benefit, of travelling the

outside world, You should be expected to be a bar to developments and possible

changes to Uganda, we no longer live in traditional societies like some of our MPs think,

it's not even new that people study Online and acquire degrees, such platforms have

been in existence for long, Please as for us LCD students we are much comfortable with

studying Online, and we Pray that we get No further objections, but rather support.

Thanks.

Mulumba Hassan

445.  Name: Priscilla Busulwa     on 2020-06-19 09:35:42

Comments: 

446.  Name: ATUJUNE Dragan     on 2020-06-19 09:36:21

Comments: 
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447.  Name: Emesu Morris     on 2020-06-19 09:38:01

Comments: yes

448.  Name: Deborah Atenga     on 2020-06-19 09:38:12

Comments: We don’t have a problem studying online. The world is fast moving towards e-

learning let’s embrace the change with positivity. 

449.  Name: Ibrahim Abdulmajid     on 2020-06-19 09:39:19

Comments: 

450.  Name: Omese Donald Paul     on 2020-06-19 09:40:51

Comments: There is no need to frustrate our continues learning at this point. 

451.  Name: Kamugisha Arnold     on 2020-06-19 09:44:31

Comments: The beneficiaries to of these classes shall not be silenced.

452.  Name: Ankunda Immaculate      on 2020-06-19 09:52:44

Comments: We want to embrace technology. Ugandans should not be delayed

unnecessarily. 

453.  Name: MBOGHA CHRISPUS     on 2020-06-19 09:55:32

Comments: We should continue to learn

454.  Name: Mutaali Martins     on 2020-06-19 09:55:54

Comments: 

455.  Name: Mutongole Haawa     on 2020-06-19 10:02:36

Comments: I’m comfortable and not complaining about online studies. It a constitutional

right to obtain education. LDC is just helping us cause we are not even paying a single

penny. So please let us study. This is our future, please stop playing with our future. We

want to study online the way we have been doing it. 

456.  Name: Latigi Lamaro      on 2020-06-19 10:02:42

Comments: 

457.  Name: Kato     on 2020-06-19 10:08:42

Comments: We are post graduate students it's being unreasonable for some one to think

that we are like undergraduate or pupils  if we are to develop the country together we

must reason together... In life it's unfortunate that we can not be equal in everything but

the point should always be how can we create a situation which favours everyone but not

that ...(we kill the child so that we all loose him that's unreasonable.. )

458.  Name: Ntongo zamu     on 2020-06-19 10:12:21

Comments: 
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459.  Name: Shibah arya     on 2020-06-19 10:13:38

Comments: 

460.  Name: Kenyi Emmanuel Moses     on 2020-06-19 10:14:00

Comments: The elearning was very effective & beneficial.

461.  Name: Nansereko Shamim     on 2020-06-19 10:17:59

Comments: 

462.  Name: Kakuba Raymond Jedidiah     on 2020-06-19 10:21:09

Comments: I am in suport of the online learninf 100%. Its a good initiative.

463.  Name: Kuboy Yasin     on 2020-06-19 10:28:37

Comments: Am strongly in support of the online learning

464.  Name: Kaggwa  Esther     on 2020-06-19 10:29:13

Comments: We can continue but no online exams. Thanks

465.  Name: Mawe Wakilah     on 2020-06-19 10:30:43

Comments: 

466.  Name: Alyano betty     on 2020-06-19 10:33:58

Comments: I was comfortable with online studies

. Unfortunately this has been called off. I pray for the same to be reconsidered for the

better future.

467.  Name: Winnie mbabazi     on 2020-06-19 10:42:14

Comments: 

468.  Name: NAMUKASA AMANDA     on 2020-06-19 10:44:44

Comments: 

469.  Name: Natasha Joy Nyamwiza      on 2020-06-19 11:04:14

Comments: E-learning should continue.

470.  Name: BEGASIRA AARON     on 2020-06-19 11:06:09

Comments: We were already used to be sent to online work. The current studies were

improving what we already were doing. We have been let down sincerely.

471.  Name: Arinda  Lilian     on 2020-06-19 11:07:24

Comments: 
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472.  Name: Odeke Eric     on 2020-06-19 11:15:36

Comments: I support online studying.

473.  Name: Irene Kahinju      on 2020-06-19 11:16:57

Comments: Online studying is for our benefit. Our schedule is always limited 

474.  Name: Nakaziba Zurah      on 2020-06-19 11:21:46

Comments: Lawyers arw unique creatures, even when you tell them to go and look for

knowledge from the moon they shall surely go.  

475.  Name: Genet     on 2020-06-19 11:30:24

Comments: Good for me

476.  Name: Mulinde keneth     on 2020-06-19 11:37:56

Comments: Its us the students of ldc who should detest what we are going through. # we

want the online classers 

477.  Name: Buyi Meable Nambuba     on 2020-06-19 11:54:39

Comments: The online teaching is really useful and productive. We cannot keep being

ignorant about the fact that times have changed and so must we adjust to fit in.

478.  Name: NOWAMAANI ELISHA     on 2020-06-19 12:00:26

Comments: We can study online. It's possible

479.  Name: Edgar Mugarura     on 2020-06-19 12:11:39

Comments: 

480.  Name: Kiiza Phillip     on 2020-06-19 12:21:22

Comments: I don't see any reason why Parliament is concerned about LDC online study .

For us as students we are not complaining coz we know we can manage . Stop taking

this issue political 

481.  Name: Muwanguzi Fredrick     on 2020-06-19 12:30:16

Comments: 

482.  Name: Juliet Aguti     on 2020-06-19 12:32:56

Comments: I am in support of the online studies because it has not yet failed us and I

don't think it will. We embraced it and we should be allowed to continue doing the same.

483.  Name: Turyahikayo Richard     on 2020-06-19 12:33:36

Comments: In support of online studying. Its equally efficient and effective.
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484.  Name: Anzoyo Gladys     on 2020-06-19 12:34:50

Comments: I have embraced E-learning as a new normal. Online classes are effective.

485.  Name: Nabigaba Albert     on 2020-06-19 12:36:18

Comments: Am fine with online classes

486.  Name: KIRABO SUSAN     on 2020-06-19 12:37:26

Comments: We have to embrace change and evolve, otherwise we can't be stuck when

there other options availed to further our cause. E.Leaning is effective and the new

normal.

487.  Name: Kaye Anwar      on 2020-06-19 12:41:00

Comments: 

488.  Name: Nanyiri shakuur     on 2020-06-19 12:42:05

Comments: 

489.  Name: Sengooba farooq     on 2020-06-19 12:45:33

Comments: Online reading is effective

490.  Name: Annitah Tinnah Nomujuni     on 2020-06-19 12:51:01

Comments: In support of Online studies

491.  Name: Tumusiime Shellinah     on 2020-06-19 12:53:33

Comments: It's the new normal .. so we are fine with it

492.  Name: Julian Agabirwe      on 2020-06-19 12:57:14

Comments: I think the LDC students should have been consulted first before making a

decision.l mean we are adults beyond universities and some students at LDC are mps.

We were never asked to pay any money and we are totally willing to do online classes.

So please .............

493.  Name: WAZEMBA GERALD      on 2020-06-19 12:57:35

Comments: Online lecture is so wonderful and above Ldc is research centered and there

is enough time to carry out the research .

Whoever complained to parliamentary is merely missing guiding them on whatsoever he

or she is telling them.

I therefore pray that you let us continue studying.

Thanks 

494.  Name: Kyeyune Innocent     on 2020-06-19 12:58:12

Comments: 

495.  Name: Abbo Sandra      on 2020-06-19 13:00:58
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Comments: I support online learning. 

496.  Name: Naloka Mary Mirembe     on 2020-06-19 13:22:37

Comments: 

497.  Name: Nabaasa Phionah      on 2020-06-19 13:34:49

Comments: 

498.  Name: Ngonzaboona Nasuru     on 2020-06-19 13:44:30

Comments: Let the new normal continue.embrace the wind of change and ICT

development as well.

499.  Name: Ainebyona Joan     on 2020-06-19 13:44:55

Comments: Am well contented with Ldc on line classes.

500.  Name: Muhammad nakiibi     on 2020-06-19 13:49:33

Comments: I suupport online classes

501.  Name: Kiyemba grace      on 2020-06-19 13:56:07

Comments: It is new normal e learning is inevitable let's embrace technology.

502.  Name: Nanfuka Nazipha     on 2020-06-19 14:06:21

Comments: 

503.  Name: Wanyenze T     on 2020-06-19 14:19:15

Comments: 

504.  Name: Ahabwe Richard      on 2020-06-19 14:22:46

Comments: 

505.  Name: Betty Arem     on 2020-06-19 14:38:57

Comments: 

506.  Name: RUBANGAKENE DANIEL     on 2020-06-19 14:42:50

Comments: eLearning should be encouraged other than trashing it. 

507.  Name: Wagaba Mohammed Nganda     on 2020-06-19 14:43:29

Comments: 

508.  Name: Mirembe barbra     on 2020-06-19 14:51:18

Comments: 
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509.  Name: AGABA  EMMY      on 2020-06-19 14:51:24

Comments: I'm in for online classes. Quite beneficial and more cost effective than

traditional classes.

510.  Name: isabirye richard     on 2020-06-19 14:54:34

Comments: Comment

I support e-learning, it is an experience and it is effective

511.  Name: Mourine namtume     on 2020-06-19 14:54:36

Comments: We want back our online program

512.  Name: Saliwa Hadijja     on 2020-06-19 14:55:42

Comments: 

513.  Name: Lukuya Muhammed     on 2020-06-19 14:58:06

Comments: The on line should be restored back we if we don't want to change will Chang

us

514.  Name: Mutesiima Said     on 2020-06-19 15:11:50

Comments: I have no problem whatsoever with online classes. In fact, Govt should thank

our innovative LDC leadership ansd encourage other Institutins of Higher learning to

come and benchmark at ldc

515.  Name: Nakachwa Jane     on 2020-06-19 15:15:13

Comments: Online studies should stay!

516.  Name: Irene Kahinju      on 2020-06-19 15:16:19

Comments: 

517.  Name: Mugabi Horace     on 2020-06-19 15:16:40

Comments: MPs should represent our voice. Our voices supports online studies.

518.  Name: Koire James     on 2020-06-19 15:17:03

Comments: I support the petition

519.  Name: Guma Onesta Wangoi     on 2020-06-19 15:17:06

Comments: 

520.  Name: KATO AMOS     on 2020-06-19 15:18:03

Comments: Time wasted is never gained.

521.  Name: Kiryowa Andrew     on 2020-06-19 15:19:11

Comments: 
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522.  Name: Apio Zillah Anna      on 2020-06-19 15:22:21

Comments: Online is the way to go at this moment 

523.  Name: Mugisa patrick     on 2020-06-19 15:22:33

Comments: The online classes are really a good innovation, any move to halt them is not

an appropriate move.Thank you.Long live Mr Frank Nigel Othembi.

524.  Name: Kayongo yakubu     on 2020-06-19 15:23:21

Comments: Yes

525.  Name: Elizabeth Nabukeera Hope     on 2020-06-19 15:23:26

Comments: This should go ahead without any frustration. 

Change is good. This is our new normal

526.  Name: Bridget Ampurira     on 2020-06-19 15:25:00

Comments: I am in full support of the online classes .

527.  Name: Wang Yiting     on 2020-06-19 15:31:30

Comments: I benefited from the online class a lot.  The whole world is having online

classes.  I support the online class. 

528.  Name: Musingye Amon     on 2020-06-19 15:34:47

Comments: Support

529.  Name: Kukunda  Mavious      on 2020-06-19 15:37:50

Comments: I support online studies

530.  Name: Kiconco Fiona     on 2020-06-19 15:38:26

Comments: Online studing

531.  Name: Susan Nanyanga      on 2020-06-19 15:39:56

Comments: With all fairness, e learning shouldn't be haulted since we are embracing and

adjusting to the new normal and in any case we the students are being helped to focus.

532.  Name: Timu     on 2020-06-19 15:46:20

Comments: No

533.  Name: MWEBE umar     on 2020-06-19 15:46:35

Comments: 

534.  Name: Leone Muhoozi      on 2020-06-19 15:49:01
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Comments: 

535.  Name: Arinaitwe Flavia Rachael     on 2020-06-19 15:52:54

Comments: We need e-learning at LDC. We won't wait for the reopening of institutions.

536.  Name: Musiime Maria Sheila      on 2020-06-19 15:54:28

Comments: Just let us continue with our classes! PeriodT

537.  Name: Atwine Linard     on 2020-06-19 16:14:28

Comments: Everything is now scientific. Online classes is the way to go, after all COVID

19 is not going tomorrow. Time is money.

538.  Name: Tumukunde Joshua     on 2020-06-19 16:15:47

Comments: We want online classes

539.  Name: Namuwenge Caroline     on 2020-06-19 16:18:08

Comments: I support online classes. The attendance by students was incredible which

shows that students are in support of these online classes. Thanks

540.  Name: Pauline Evelyn Bakyazi     on 2020-06-19 16:24:12

Comments: The online classes were fruitful,  and the new way to go. Stopping them is

sabotage for our future

541.  Name: Asiimwe Ritah     on 2020-06-19 16:39:06

Comments: 

542.  Name: Karungi karean     on 2020-06-19 16:40:51

Comments: 

543.  Name: Musana Elizabeth     on 2020-06-19 16:42:24

Comments: 

544.  Name: nakiyaga  Hilda Grace     on 2020-06-19 16:45:42

Comments: 

545.  Name: Mbabazi Angella     on 2020-06-19 16:47:26

Comments: 

546.  Name: Murungi Joan     on 2020-06-19 16:49:13

Comments: 

547.  Name: Birungi sheila     on 2020-06-19 16:50:38
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Comments: 

548.  Name: Katusabe Harriet     on 2020-06-19 16:52:24

Comments: 

549.  Name: Muhenda paul     on 2020-06-19 16:53:56

Comments: Let all students be considered in this kind of program some are far from

accessing internet.

550.  Name: Martha Agaro      on 2020-06-19 16:57:32

Comments: 

551.  Name: Mutonyi Flavia     on 2020-06-19 17:07:28

Comments: I support online studies because it's effective and less costly

552.  Name: Kassim Ali     on 2020-06-19 17:13:10

Comments: Am totally for online classes,we humbly pray that we be allowed to continue

and proceed with the classes,thank you.

553.  Name: Amanya David      on 2020-06-19 17:13:57

Comments: We have to study online so that we don’t repeat the course next academic

year 

554.  Name: Ndijjo Samuel     on 2020-06-19 17:14:54

Comments: We are more than comfortable with online learning.

555.  Name: Ssentongo Faluku     on 2020-06-19 17:23:45

Comments: Time is going. covid -19 is not going anywhere. We have to adopt ways of

couping up with it and among the ways is online studies. Surely, we are aging and we

haven't done anything for our lives and  society.

556.  Name: Brian Ernest     on 2020-06-19 17:24:08

Comments: 

557.  Name: Sheunda selina     on 2020-06-19 17:30:52

Comments: 

558.  Name: Lisa Nakachwa     on 2020-06-19 17:42:46

Comments: 

559.  Name: Asiguzza comfort     on 2020-06-19 17:44:33

Comments: 
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560.  Name: Trevor ian     on 2020-06-19 17:45:50

Comments: 

561.  Name: Kaye Denis     on 2020-06-19 17:47:47

Comments: 

562.  Name: David mukunya     on 2020-06-19 17:50:55

Comments: I support the online platform and as an institution

563.  Name: PAMELA ANYONGYEIREHO      on 2020-06-19 17:58:58

Comments: i support online classes.

564.  Name: Amutuheire Marion     on 2020-06-19 18:03:45

Comments: 

565.  Name: Nauma Priscilla Kagoda     on 2020-06-19 18:24:00

Comments: Let us have the online classes , provided LDC let's the students into the

zoom class even when the network is bad and not leave to them in waiting room

566.  Name: Komugisha     on 2020-06-19 18:31:51

Comments: 

567.  Name: David Kasibante     on 2020-06-19 18:36:35

Comments: 

568.  Name: Akankunda Bridget      on 2020-06-19 18:45:05

Comments: 

569.  Name: Musema swali      on 2020-06-19 18:53:16

Comments: To me the online lectures are not much effective given that this lockdown.

Has got most of the students in place where they never expected to be a d more the

resources at this point can't only support them to sustain their living and now when put up

with the  education conditions it won't be easy for them and more so they are not even

earning any money to sustain them with more  data 

570.  Name: Iguru Solomon     on 2020-06-19 18:56:29

Comments: 

571.  Name: Mwesiga Alex     on 2020-06-19 18:59:11

Comments: Am ok with online class

572.  Name: Owor Kennedy      on 2020-06-19 19:00:47

Comments: We want to continue with our online stidies via Zoom. LDC didn't ask for any
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money, not even the 20,000/= that was alleged.

573.  Name: KAGOYA ZAHARA     on 2020-06-19 19:05:55

Comments: I embrace and support e-learning ✊✊✊

574.  Name: Resty     on 2020-06-19 19:08:19

Comments: Online learning is ok, it's one way we're practicing social distancing thus

reducing the spread of CoVid.and the world is all heading there,make more research

schools are already into the system and it's working very well, anything that takes us

forward am in for it,no time to waste, please let us carry on with our studies online as we

have been doing it.

575.  Name: Ondoa Peace Patricia      on 2020-06-19 19:18:44

Comments: 

576.  Name: Brian Isaaya     on 2020-06-19 19:48:50

Comments: 

577.  Name: Faizo Lukodo     on 2020-06-19 20:10:29

Comments: Am in full support of online classes

578.  Name: Mbubi Esther     on 2020-06-19 20:31:01

Comments: Law Development Centre is monopolistic in the Education input in our

country. It trains its students to be all round advocates to weather whatever changes

come their way. We are aggressive and go getters. Online learning is the way to go

because my fellow students have embraced it despite the challenges therein. Honorable

members of our Country Uganda...please let us embrace the new otherwise, we will

never retire from the 3rd World Stage.

579.  Name: Naigaga Fina     on 2020-06-19 20:35:16

Comments: Change is inevitable 

580.  Name: Hakiza praise     on 2020-06-19 21:04:52

Comments: We kindly need the on line study.

581.  Name: Oryem Emmy Bernards      on 2020-06-19 21:08:33

Comments: The online lectures has been conducted quite comprehensively and

proffessionally by our proffessional advicers. I pray it's adopted. 

582.  Name: DOREEN NANJALA     on 2020-06-19 21:18:27

Comments: We are very OK with online studies. No complaints

583.  Name: Odit Emmanuel     on 2020-06-19 23:34:24

Comments: The circumstances we are in now do not warrant physical meeting for
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classes. With the online classes, I  believe the LDC  has done something relevant to keep

the memories of the students a life to their studies. The world evolving Uganda has to

evolve too. 

I encourage the ministry of education and sports to embrace these online studies other

than misguiding themselves. 

A stitch in time saves nine 

584.  Name: Faith     on 2020-06-20 03:00:01

Comments: Free LDC

585.  Name: Vastine kembabazi     on 2020-06-20 03:32:59

Comments: We pray that Parliament allow us continue with our online classes.

586.  Name: Wooli Gerald Sanddy     on 2020-06-20 03:52:43

Comments: 

587.  Name: Mwajuma Sanyu     on 2020-06-20 04:59:44

Comments: Online studies for LDC students should continue because we are social

distancing from different places and we are finalists so there is no cause of alarm

588.  Name: Rwebogora shamira     on 2020-06-20 05:38:20

Comments: Iam embraccing the new normal...i think it is okay to study online since ts the

only way we can practice social distance while schooling.humble opinion.

589.  Name: Katuuma Luwuta Enock     on 2020-06-20 06:08:34

Comments: Where were you when we tried to reject this in the first instance, I totally

disagree with the suggestion of halting online studies, I have already adopted and

conversant with it, we need to move and go away 

590.  Name: Elizabeth Kamakune     on 2020-06-20 06:09:17

Comments: We need to learn we have contravened no law

591.  Name: RUFUNYA EZRA     on 2020-06-20 06:15:29

Comments: The government having initiated eLearning it cannot be seen acting contrary

by stopping law development center from helping it's students

592.  Name: Ogwok Daniel     on 2020-06-20 06:24:24

Comments: LDC online Studies is within the Confines of the law and it also follow the

standard operating procedure of Covid 19 issued by the government

593.  Name: Kasirye Denis     on 2020-06-20 06:25:28

Comments: This is the way forward. technological advancement is a force that we cannot
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avoid whether in the days of covid or not.i there fore sign in support of this petition.we

must continue learning online

594.  Name: Nabayunga Victoria      on 2020-06-20 06:43:35

Comments: 

595.  Name: Wamunga Immaculate     on 2020-06-20 06:52:25

Comments: Need online classes 

596.  Name: Monday caroline     on 2020-06-20 06:55:54

Comments: I support the petition 

597.  Name: OkotEmmanuel G3     on 2020-06-20 07:01:38

Comments: e learning is the way to go.

598.  Name: Wandabwa Emmanuel     on 2020-06-20 07:16:02

Comments: Technology should be

599.  Name: Kipsang Sammy     on 2020-06-20 07:18:56

Comments: We want online back! we don't know the future of covid-19

600.  Name: Stellah Byarugaba     on 2020-06-20 07:42:37

Comments: 

601.  Name: Acham Elizabeth     on 2020-06-20 07:53:31

Comments: Online study is so effective
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